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When Kirsten and Humanitarian U approached the Humanitarian Leadership Academy about being part of this study, we were quite interested in engaging from the onset. Much of my work over the last three years at the Academy has been focused on strengthening the evidence base around online and blended learning, and more broadly, around innovative approaches to learning for the global humanitarian sector. Furthermore, over the last 15 years, I have been passionately involved in understanding how we shift humanitarian capacity and finance from the Global North to the South. These efforts have focused on bettering the capacity of local communities to prepare and respond to crisis while developing sustainably - a core mission of the Academy.

With the disastrous effects of climate change leading to conflicts over arable land and water resources, the need for strengthened capabilities to respond to crisis grows stronger in the Global South. The work of Humanitarian U and the Academy responds to this need through the provision of online and blended learning to engage humanitarian workers on the ground, understanding the impact of this type of training became paramount and of vital mutual importance to both organisations. The findings from the study served to confirm and validate the value of this online training in terms of better programs, individuals affected – or even lives saved? We worked with the humanitarian sector using some of the tools and metrics that we have employed to attempt to qualify and quantify impact - something that will benefit practitioners, organizations, donors and most importantly beneficiaries.

I think back to the first Humanitarian Education and Training Conference in Geneva in 2011 and I am excited by how far we have come in the last seven years. That meeting, hosted by ELRHA, aimed to develop collaborations between humanitarian practitioners and academics. The meeting was partly inspired by the results of a study conducted by Peter Walker and Catherine Russ that involved over 1500 interviews with humanitarian practitioners, organizations and stakeholders. Their findings revealed a clear demand for professionalization across the humanitarian community. It was at that meeting that we all agreed on the CBHA Humanitarian Competency Framework and formalized the notion of professionalization of the humanitarian sector.

As an educator working at a university, teaching humanitarian studies, I was motivated to develop a humanitarian training curriculum that incorporated all the CBHA competencies. I integrated them into key topics such as “humanitarian principles and context” and the technical sectors of humanitarian response. It was tricky to address competencies such as “managing oneself in a stressful environment” in a classroom-based setting so I developed a simulation exercise where students were evaluated on their abilities in realistic scenarios.

I had a lot of interest from students - not only from within the university but also those working in humanitarian organizations and the private sector. I thought it would be wonderful to disseminate the content to others working around the world who couldn’t necessarily access or afford university in North America. And so I started Humanitarian U. I received a grant from Grand Challenges Canada to develop an online Program that combined academic rigor, evidence-based practice, standardized learning objectives, CBHA competencies and core humanitarian content. To have recognition of competency, learners had to pass assessments. This program is now hosted by Disaster Ready and HU is able to issue badges through HPass.

I was interested to know if HU’s online training had any impact - not only for learners but for beneficiaries. But how does one measure the impact of competency-based training in terms of better programs, individuals affected - or even lives saved? We worked with the Humanitarian Leadership Academy for two years to figure this out. In the end, through the learners, beneficiaries reported that their programs were better, that their voices were better heard and that relationships, communication and ultimately the services they received were improved.

I am pleased that after having envisioned this project over five years ago that we are finally able to produce this novel, rich and innovative report on the impact of eLearning on humanitarian aid work. We have made several recommendations based on our findings that should generate some reflection and discussion as the sector looks towards standardized competencies and assessment strategies for professional development and certification. It is also my hope that this report serves as a platform for future research on learning in the humanitarian sector using some of the tools and methods that we have employed to attempt to qualify and quantify impact - something that will benefit practitioners, organizations, donors and most importantly beneficiaries.
This pilot study is one of the first to examine how competency-based eLearning training programs impact humanitarian work. Not only ‘how’ these have an impact, but specifically in ‘what ways’ the transfer of learning from these training program experiences are ultimately contributing to strengthening and/or improving coordination and service delivery in humanitarian field work. Specifically, for this study, a system of measurement tools was developed and piloted to support the evaluation of the level of impact that competency-based eLearning training programs are having on humanitarian work in the field.

Humanitarian U’s eLearning courses were employed to train and evaluate the learners in this pilot study. Humanitarian U’s two eLearning courses were founded on the CBHA competency framework* and included input from subject matter experts in disaster and humanitarian response with the support of instructional designers. The learning objectives of each course were carefully crafted in accordance with assessment strategies to test learners’ progress and achievement of a competency.

This pilot study was part of a larger partnership between Humanitarian U and the Humanitarian Leadership Academy (the Academy) to support more effective and efficient humanitarian response. By partnering on this project, these organizations supported the development of an evaluation approach, introducing a new system of metrics to assess the relevance, effectiveness, and impact of eLearning in improving humanitarian response. This partnership leveraged the expertise and networks of both partners, building on existing assets complementing each other where gaps exist. It informed Humanitarian U and The Academy about the relevance and effectiveness of their eLearning programs and provide data on the impact which can be used to inform future training programs and humanitarian practice.

The scope of this study specifically addressed areas of inquiry that target ways the training is having successful results on the work of the learners, their organizations and beneficiaries. These include but are not limited to perception of:

• Level of competency from learning engaged
• On the job performance
• Impact of training on programmatic effectiveness
• Impact of training on programmatic efficiency
• Feelings of personal well-being and security
• Perception of professionalism
• Future career advancement
• Greater impact (lives saved)

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

*Available at: https://www.alnap.org/help-library/core-humanitarian-competencies-framework
INTRODUCTION

Background

In a constantly changing humanitarian context, varying customs, cultural practices, unfamiliar languages, and often harsh living conditions can be a relatively challenging environment for individuals in spite of the strong desire to be involved in humanitarian work. In addition to the severe realities brought on by disasters and humanitarian emergencies, challenges to adjust are also due to low budgets, transient staff, and organizations managing rapid changes in global response practices. Aid workers need to have a proficient understanding of existing humanitarian standards and practices. Furthermore, they must be able to apply high quality skills and knowledge, while demonstrating resilience resulting from professional preparedness, experience and training. This has culminated in interest on the part of humanitarian organizations and individual aid workers to refine and professionalize standards and practices aimed at improving the way programs and services are coordinated, delivered and evaluated within a humanitarian context.

Over the past decade, there has been a sector-wide shift towards strengthening learning practices and standards for aid workers. Learning organizations and humanitarian organizations allocating resources to learning programs that support professional staff development require systems of assessment that support the analysis of longer term change. The aim is not only to improve their individual performance, but as well to develop more systematic organizational responses to disasters and humanitarian emergencies; improving delivery and service coordination on the ground, and professionalizing systems of assessment and learning for seasoned aid workers and those newly entering the field. Capacity development for individual aid workers and the institutionalization of standards and practices is a key component to successfully achieving these aims. Furthermore, measuring the level of change and how aid workers transfer their learning into their work, the work of their organizations, and institutional changes resulting from their learning experience is a complex challenge. It requires the technical expertise of education and evaluation specialists, supported by the commitment to developing systematic approaches to sector-wide impact studies, to better understand how strengthening competencies of aid workers, and the transfer of learning, is producing positive results at the level of programs delivered and services coordinated. Given the relative ‘newness’ of this type of approach in the sector, a goal is to understand whether this desired shift is being achieved.

Methodology and Purpose of the study

This pilot study serves to better understand how competency-based eLearning training programs are having an impact on humanitarian work. Not only ‘how’ these have an impact, but specifically in ‘what ways’ the transfer of learning from these training program experiences are ultimately contributing to strengthening and/or improving coordination and service delivery in the system of humanitarian field work. Specifically, the pilot aimed to develop a system of measurement tools that can support the assessment of the level of impact that competency-based eLearning training programs are having on humanitarian field work.
There are expressed links between strengthened competencies, improvements in the social enterprises or not-for-profit need to ensure that selection criteria and processes for selecting learners for their training programs are appropriate; this will also strengthen and support the learners’ experiences as a result of their participation in the training.

Although, Humanitarian U accomplished clearly defined goals, program and learning objectives for their training programs, the varying degrees of field experience which the selected cohort of the training program(s) and this study had in the field resulted in variances in their reported experiences with the training(s) and its influence on their work.

Although several of the cohort and their supervisors/managers expressed connections between the Humanitarian U training program experience and a change in job status or increase in leadership skills, it remains difficult to state conclusively, and therefore requires further study.

Data collection from different stakeholders invested in the cohort members’ professional development, more than from one organizational partner would greatly improve how we can understand the value of competency-based training programs.

Ensuring greater value of donor support not only by increasing investment but also assuring greater influence by donors to strengthen the sector for training & evaluation.

Analysis of the 9-month, and 12 to 18-month data suggests that there is lack of systematically implemented transfer of learning opportunities within the organization, as a result challenges exist regarding the coaching, supervision and management-supported opportunities for cohorts to transfer their learning into their work.

Organizational commitment to the individual learning process is necessary if transfer of learning is to successfully contribute to changes to the individual learner’s quality of work, the work of the organization, and the beneficiary experience. Based on the analysis of data it is clear that at the time of the study, there was no systematic approach taken by the organization, to support the cohorts’ transfer and application of new knowledge and skills into their work, the work of the organization.

Organizational commitment to the individual learning process is necessary if transfer of learning is to successfully contribute to changes to the individual learner’s quality of work. Integrating methodologies, such as critical reflective inquiry, continuous monitoring, and evaluation tools into online training program themselves can contribute to strengthening the work of the organization, and the beneficiary experience.

71% of cohort respondents reported a level of longer-term change resulting from their experience in the Humanitarian Training Program. 10% stated they were not able to identify any, or there was no change, while another 10% left the organization. 20% of respondents stated several other factors in addition to the training as influencing whether impact was achieved.

The pilot study has produced anecdotal evidence of how the cohorts’ transfer and application of learning from the Humanitarian U training program has resulted in changes experienced by the beneficiary communities they serve.

Training organizations within the humanitarian sector, whether social enterprises or not-for-profit need to ensure that selection criteria and processes for selecting learners for their training programs are appropriate; this will also strengthen and support the learners’ experiences as a result of their participation in the training.

Baseline data design and the integration of benchmark data including learning needs analysis into the learning and assessment work of the sector is essential for strengthening training evaluation to create more rigorous evaluation of impact results and gaining further insight into the direction the sector needs to move.

With the aim of strengthening and adopting processes and practices in human resources and training aimed at higher return on investment (ROI), and coherent monitoring and evaluation strategies across organizations, conduct research of existing systematic approaches and standards within the sector to chart and disseminate promising practices and lessons learned regarding coaching, management strategies, and learning and assessment strategies.

Summary of Key Findings

1. Training organizations within the humanitarian sector, whether social enterprises or not-for-profit need to ensure that selection criteria and processes for selecting learners for their training programs are appropriate; this will also strengthen and support the learners’ experiences as a result of their participation in the training.

2. Baseline data design and the integration of benchmark data including learning needs analysis into the learning and assessment work of the sector is essential for strengthening training evaluation to create more rigorous evaluation of impact results and gaining further insight into the direction the sector needs to move.

3. With the aim of strengthening and adopting processes and practices in human resources and training aimed at higher return on investment (ROI), and coherent monitoring and evaluation strategies across organizations, conduct research of existing systematic approaches and standards within the sector to chart and disseminate promising practices and lessons learned regarding coaching, management strategies, and learning and assessment strategies.

Summary of Recommendations
Chapter I presents the humanitarian context and eLearning background.

Background

Since the turn of the twentieth century, when the first Nobel Prize was awarded in 1901 to Henry Dunant (founder of the Red Cross) and Frédéric Passy (peace activist), there have been several periods of substantial transformation to the now referred to global humanitarian sector. At the turn of this century “the number of people employed in the field of humanitarian assistance increased at an annual growth rate of about 6%.” As the sector’s exponential growth demanded renewal and change, humanitarian actors are continuously moving from debate to action. According to Walker and Russ (2010), “there is a need to ensure that its infrastructure and support systems are fit for purpose and serving beneficiaries in as efficient a way as possible.”

The literature (both academic and grey) shaping the discourse on emergency relief standards and practice indicates a ‘universalized desire’ regarding the professionalization of humanitarian aid workers, competency-based standards of practice, evidence-based learning, competency-based training, and performance measurements. This desire for a more unified approach grows out of a paradigm claiming that there was no unified approach to standards and practices for providing aid; considering it “fragmented and uncoordinated” (Burkle et al. April 2013, p.2).

Since the early 2000s, there is a push to institute considerably more effective standards of accountability and transparency of actors, improved systems of coordination and service delivery, strengthened mechanisms for promoting a rights-based approach, and improved learning and assessment to support and build competencies both within the local communities and among international aid workers. The more recent decade of political, socio-economic and environmental climate change has prompted more demands on the sector; bringing with it greater scrutiny of how humanitarian interventions are being led, managed, and implemented and the overall effectiveness of such efforts.
Challenges not only target the structural and systematic integrity of the humanitarian sector, they include complex institutional factors, from unpredictable contexts with dwindling resources, and smaller budgets accompanied by greater demands of donors to evidence results. The complexity of addressing greater needs, less resources and increased standards includes another challenge to this growing sector—a more professionally trained, experienced, knowledgeable, effective and efficient workforce.

Current learning and evaluation context

Traditionally, this educational approach was more common in academic-affiliated centres, but in the past decade this has expanded to include established areas of programming focus by NGOs and INGOs alike; they are developing competency-based training, and relying on training provision service organizations. In 2013, the literature indicates that “well-designed humanitarian research, practice, and policy-based curricula and vocational training programs have evolved, especially in academic-affiliated centers that are predominantly but not totally restricted to the developed world.” Although a gap in the sector was being addressed, debate continued regarding the need to establish competency-based standards and policies and an increased push towards the professionalization of aid workers.

With a view towards professionalization and standard setting, organizations are attempting to allocate resources to the integration of capacity building through workshops and training programs of their own design, led by and for their own staff. High costs associated with this practice, and allocated donor funding mean either no resources are available, or the organization is taking away resources from program delivery, and as a result somewhat ineffective in light of shrinking budgets. In a stakeholder interview this example was provided:

“Aside from induction training for new international staff, sector workshops [i.e. those that are specific to areas of specialization such as health-related, or WASH for example] where staff often are able to gain new knowledge from external experts, or share lessons learned, challenges, good practices were cancelled this year due to budget cuts.”

Currently, according to ALNAP a “lack of evidence makes humanitarian action less effective, less ethical and less accountable. Yet the debate around evidence in the humanitarian sector is only starting.” This is even more true when applied to assessing the evidence-based impact of experiential, competency-based eLearning initiatives in the humanitarian sector. A choreographed response to this is the development of evidence-based competency frameworks, which in part is greatly motivated by the desire for organizational management to be streamlined and simplified.

International humanitarian NGOs are attempting to rely more on organizations dedicated to high quality, professionally designed training programs based on the sector-wide competency standards, such as the START Network standards (formerly the CBHA standards). These were established with a view towards professionalizing the sector without absorbing the costs of producing and delivering in-house training programs and have the responsibility to assess the impact of these trainings.

This is currently more apparent through the introduction and adoption of evidence-based evaluation and monitoring practices established through partnerships, network building, policy and paradigm shifts among key actors in this sector. There is an overwhelming desire to ensure a higher return on investment (ROI) of humanitarian aid, and that humanitarian aid during times of crisis caused by disasters and humanitarian emergencies is better implemented and ultimately helping the populations it is meant to serve.

In the recent 2017 Humanitarian Overview report, UNFPA indicates that as of November 2016 the projected funding required in 56 countries worldwide is just over three billion US dollars. With this type of investment and economic growth, education and training are an imperative way forward to addressing this objective. With this, comes the need to systematically understand how eLearning and blended learning offerings are contributing to the system of capacity development within the humanitarian sector. Further evidence to this is the increased number of capacity-building programs that have popped up over the past decade with the aim of increasing the performance of nongovernmental aid organizations and aid workers in the field.

Over the past decade, competency-based training courses for humanitarian field workers are now more relevant to the complex-based field requirements as standardisation further influences these practices (Johnson et al. 2010). In part, this learning-based approach is appealing, as a way to strengthen the learners’ capacity (knowledge, skills, behaviours and attitudes) and their organizations’ capacities to implement overall coordination and delivery of services during humanitarian disasters and crises; thereby producing relevant, effective, efficient, and impactful outcomes. According to Johnson et al. “Thus, a complex interplay exists and requires multiple elements of learning that are not always sufficiently translatable or acquired in the classroom and may be difficult to measure.” (2010, p. 3). By introducing more systematic approaches to training over the next decade in particular, it is anticipated that changes will continue, as it signifies a healthy, reflective, learning and growing movement striving to achieve positive results in the communities affected by natural disasters or humanitarian emergencies.

Move towards online learning

Although eLearning as a part of the system of capacity development is not new within international development, it is relatively new within the humanitarian sector. How to optimally assess these types of learning offerings will ultimately contribute to improved delivery of learning programs, remains a challenge which this study hopes to examine.
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Globally, organizations within the humanitarian sector are greatly interested in improving the competencies of their staff\(^1\) with the understanding that this will strengthen standards and practice within this field in order to ensure sustainable solutions and greater impact on the ground. A response to this aim is the implementation of eLearning and blended learning events. eLearning affords field workers a certain level of flexibility with both accessing\(^2\) education anytime and anywhere and greater affordability. On the other hand, a challenge identified both during this study and in several other studies such as in the publication by the WHO (2015) regarding limitations and remote access from the field, indicates that although eLearning’s connectivity ensures a flexible method for learning, there are several technical limitations resulting from available bandwidth and broadband connectivity that needs to be addressed by:

“introducing policies at institutional, regional and national levels to ensure accessibility to eLearning platforms and broadband connectivity as well as policies to promote the eLearning in diverse contexts to ensure equitable distribution and availability” (WHO 2015, p. 109).

Further, online research and interviews suggest that assessment/evaluation of training initiatives are limited and non-systematic, not impact-focused but learning outputs/outcome-focused; therefore, evidence-based knowledge sharing or transfer of learning into the ecosystem of humanitarian field work is slim-to-none.

As in all sectors, impact evaluation is difficult. It requires creative thinking and hybrid approaches; modalities for assessment that may otherwise have not been combined before. Measuring learning impact requires not just the assessment of the learner, but a holistic approach that attempts to assess the various actors and entities in the ecosystem in which the learner is situated.

The global reach of eLearning can help to improve the quality of humanitarian response but it seems that a gap exists in committed assessment of the impact of eLearning on humanitarian practice. In addition to eLearning being a relatively new modality within the humanitarian eco-system, several other variables both field-related and modality-related contribute to this gap. These variables identified by interviewed stakeholders during the inception of this pilot study include but are not limited to:

“a lack of targeted-focus, limitations with delivery of training only given in popular global languages (i.e. English, French, etc.), resources, capacity to design, and commit to conducting impact assessments because they require all of these things, yet still can endure challenges to achieving desired results that are applicable beyond the assessment itself.”


\(2\) For example, the Start Network (formerly the Consortium of British Humanitarian Agencies) identify six competency domains (understanding the humanitarian context; achieving results; developing and maintaining collaborative relationships; managing oneself in a pressured and changing environment; and, demonstrating leadership in humanitarian response).

\(3\) Green Alec, Humanitarian Aid Workers Increasingly Use Smartphones for Online Learning (2015), <https://www.disasterready.org/blog/humanitarian-aid-workers-increasingly-use-smartphones-onlinelearning#.WJyNmBgZOYV>
Chapter II presents a brief overview of the pilot study as well as a brief explanation of a hybrid methodological approach designed and applied for this pilot study. For a more robust description of methods applied, please see Annex 1.

Background to Pilot Study

There has been a generally accepted understanding within the field that limitations exist in attempting to assess the impact of learning programs. In general this statement is true, and even more so for a sector where staff transiency is at higher than normal levels than other similar fields, such as international development.

In 2016, Humanitarian U launched a pilot case study aimed at establishing a system of evaluation that can address the limitations experienced when assessing the impact of such learning programs within the humanitarian sector. In early 2017, Humanitarian Leadership Academy in the UK saw value in this research and partnered with Humanitarian U to support the data collection, analysis and reporting for this study.

The first training program is called the Core Professional Humanitarian Training Program, which “offers a complete competency based curriculum that prepares both aspiring humanitarians and those who are already working in the sector for the challenges they will face in the field”\(^29\). The second is called the Healthcare Provider Training Program, which is aimed to address the need to have a “complete, evidence-based and up-to-date online program presents the globally recognized best practices and standards in humanitarian healthcare”\(^30\). (For further details please see Annex 3).


This e-learning training program is the only online course of its kind, addressing all the requisite competencies for healthcare providers in humanitarian settings.

This comprehensive, certificate program is designed specifically for healthcare and affiliate providers who are interested in either gaining exposure to, or working in, the global humanitarian health sector. This complete, evidence-based and up-to-date online program presents the globally recognized best practices and standards in humanitarian healthcare.

Healthcare providers have their own skill sets unique to their respective practice. However, these are not enough. Working in a dynamic humanitarian environment necessitates an entirely different set of competencies. These globally recognized competencies are what are offered in our Humanitarian Healthcare Provider Program.

Being prepared rather than learning as you go in the field, can significantly impact on the safety of individuals and extrinsic elements within the eco-system of the humanitarian eLearning training program.

The results of this study are meant to contribute to an improved understanding of the effectiveness of eLearning training programs and tools. Analysis of data stemming from this study were intended to produce findings that critically assess how learning was achieved, support provided, and how to improve the quality and practice of conducting experiential, competency-based training programs. Furthermore, its aim is to address the selection of a combination of learning modalities that best facilitate the transfer of learning leading to impact on the ground.

Pilot Study Purpose

This pilot study serves to better understand how competency-based eLearning training programs are having an impact on humanitarian work. Not only how these have an impact, but specifically in ‘what ways’ the transfer of learning from these training program experiences are ultimately contributing to strengthening and/or improving coordination and service delivery in the system of humanitarian field work. Specifically, the pilot aimed to develop a system of measurement tools that can support the assessment of the level of impact that competency-based eLearning training programs are having on humanitarian field work.

Rationale for this Pilot Study

By producing a system of assessment and measurement tools during this study, the rationale was to evaluate impact of the eLearning training programs provided by Humanitarian U given that the international humanitarian community is limited in its understanding of the medium to long-term impact from experiential/competency-based learning programs. The aim to achieve this was through the development of a system of measurement tools that stems from a desire to better understand how competency-based training programs within the humanitarian sector can be a significant contributing factor in improving beneficiary experiences during humanitarian disaster and crises.

The results of this study are meant to contribute to an improved understanding of the effectiveness of eLearning training programs and tools. Analysis of data stemming from this study were intended to produce findings that critically assess how learning was achieved, support provided, and how to improve the quality and practice of conducting experiential, competency-based training programs. Furthermore, its aim is to address the selection of a combination of learning modalities that best facilitate the transfer of learning leading to impact on the ground.

Scope

During the pilot study a cyclical system of assessment and corresponding measurement tools were developed and tested to assess: To what extent intrinsic and extrinsic elements within the eco-system of the humanitarian eLearning training program affected the learning (individual); the transfer of learning behaviours (individual, organizational); and adoption of knowledge, skills and attitudes affecting the broader outcomes (impacts) on the ground.

The scope of the pilot study specifically addressed areas of inquiry that target ways the training is having successful results on the work of the learners and their organizations. These include but are not limited to perception of:

- Level of competency from learning engaged
- On the job performance
- Impact of training on programmatic effectiveness
- Impact of training on programmatic efficiency
- Feelings of personal well-being and security
- Perception of professionalism
- Future career advancement
- Greater impact (lives saved)

An intention at the onset was to assess cost/savings as a result of transferred learning, experience and behavioural changes, however this was not achieved at this stage in the study.

The cohort of participants for these two training programs comes from the field partner organization Medair.

Given that this pilot impact study was meant to shed light on new possible ways of integrating a system for evaluating medium, to longer-term outcomes and impacts resulting from online competency-based training programs, it is important to highlight the limitations and risks of this study.

Identify lessons learned and promising practices. As a result of the Humanitarian U programs comes from the field partner organization Medair.

| Impact of training on programmatic efficiency | On the job performance |
|Impact of training on programmatic effectiveness | Feelings of personal well-being and security |
|Perception of professionalism | Future career advancement |
|Greater impact (lives saved) |  |

Scoping outcomes (impacts) on the ground.

Identify lessons learned and promising practices result- ing in changes to organizational “procedures, routines, knowledge management, and incentive systems”22. Identify what lessons learned and promising practices can be used to launch a humanitarian eLearning training community of practice.

Assessment criteria drew from the OECD-DAC criteria such as relevance, effectiveness, efficiency, impact & sustainability as a foundation to the focus of inquiry. Although these criteria are usually applied to evaluation of international development programs, it seemed an appropriate match provided that competency standards for the professionalization of the humanitarian sector were applied as a means to ensuring higher quality development aid coordination and service delivery during humanitarian disasters and/or crises.

Systematic Hybrid Approach

Assessing impact of training requires creativity and a hybrid approach; therefore, the study relied on a combination of elements and principles of evaluation models targeting education and training (Kirkpatrick, Kirkpatrick, Phillips, Brinkerhoff, UNHCHR/Equitas), outcome mapping (Earl, Cardin, and Smutylo), capacity development (Vallejo), and instructional design (Moore) practices. Further, a hybrid approach is also aimed at producing the most successful study possible while at the same time address several limitations raised in the literature and stakeholder interviews regarding risks of this type of impact assessment. These elements were incorporated into a foundational systematic approach using a cyclical model referred to in this study as the Continuous Cycle for Impact Assessment of Training (CCIAT) to evaluate the impact of competency-based training, also referred to as a systematic approach to training (SAT). See Exhibit b. Continuous Cycle for Impact Assessment of Training (CCIAT) below.

Exhibit b. Continuous Cycle for Impact Assessment of Training (CCIAT)

*cycle drawn from Kirkpatrick Model

---

34 Vallejo, B. et al.
The first two phases of the CCIAT\textsuperscript{37} – the needs analysis and design – were completed during the implementation of the two training programs (the CORE and HEALTH) in 2016, the scope of the pilot study in 2017 was focused on the area of inquiry of Phases 3 and 4 of the CCIAT. However, the data collected during Phase 1 and 2 was still included\textsuperscript{38} in the pilot impact study analysis and reporting.

The CCIAT was created to better reflect the unique assessment model being proposed for this study. Several established evaluation approaches and criteria were drawn upon to conduct this study. These are highlighted below:

- It draws from Phillips, Kirkpatrick’s and Brinkerhoff training evaluation models, and was fine-tuned to reflect the unique characteristics or particular needs of this pilot study.
- It draws from Equitas’ training evaluation method, known as a continuous cycle of improvement (CCI) which involves assessing learners continuous auto-reflexivity, and the data collected from the actors within the learners’ organizations, and beneficiaries.
- This study applied the internationally accepted OECD-DAC criteria of assessing relevance, effectiveness, efficiency, impact and sustainability to the assessment of competency-based training and certification programs for improving humanitarian workers’ practice in the field.
- Other applied research on assessing the impact of eLearning training programs. As part of this pilot study, metrics unique to measuring eLearning in the humanitarian sector were developed and tested in partnership by Humanitarian U and The Humanitarian Leadership Academy.

Case study approach

As a key component, the impact study included a case study (Detailed in next section) to capture the experience of the Medair cohort completing Humanitarian U’s Core and Health Programs, and of which is the focus for data collection and analysis. The collected data helped to further improve the system of measurement tools developed, then intended to be scaled up and implemented by other humanitarian organizations.

At a later date, as part of the pilot study, the tested measurement system and tools will be restated, applying it to the Academy-supported learning with the intended aim of scaling it up to cover all of their Learning Offers tools in the future.

Impact Study Matrix

An impact study matrix was presented in the Inception Report that Humanitarian U drafted prior to the rollout of this pilot. It provides a broad framework for the evaluative study. It is organized according to the CCIAT (see Exhibit b) and includes the key questions, areas of inquiry, illustrative indicators, methods of data collections, and stakeholders included during each phase of the cycle. Based on our understanding of the objectives for this study, the evaluative areas referred to:

- Phase 1: Planning and Relevance (Evaluability and Needs Assessment): The reaction to the relevance of Humanitarian U competency-based training programs, expectation on the results that were produced as a result of training, the need for better evidence of impact, and the value and appropriateness of an assessment system and measurement tools. In addition, relevance of this phase emphasizes the extent to which this system might address the gaps and needs of impact assessment in the humanitarian sector.
- Phase 2: Development/Implementation (Formative): Assessing the immediate effectiveness and results of the training, including what new knowledge and skills learners gained (new knowledge identified, shared and considered valuable to work of learners), the intended transfer, and their knowledge of the intrinsic factors contributing to the success of this transfer.
- Phase 3: Transfer of Learning (Summative): Assessing attribution of new behaviours (habits, attitudes and practices) considered to have resulted from the training. Included in this phase was the assessment of the transfer of learning to the work of the learner and of extrinsic factors and capacity supporting this transfer within the organization.
- Phase 4: Impact/Results (Confirmative): Assessing the return on expectations (ROE) resulting from the learners’ participation in the training. In addition to assessing the change in knowledge, skills and behaviours of the learner, this also includes assessment to better understand changes to practices and procedures, systems, communications, coordination and service delivery within the organization the learner is employed. With this level of systematic change being assessed, the aim was to identify those areas of change impacting work on the ground.

Methods for data collection:

- Pre-online survey information sessions via Skype: Prior to sending out the survey, the consultant contacted all cohort members to briefly present the purpose, rationale and objectives for their participation in the pilot impact study, and discuss the ways in which they will be asked to participate during the data collections stages in spring and fall 2017.
- Online surveys delivered to the training program cohort and their supervisor/managers.
- Open-ended post-survey interviews via Skype with a select-sample of individual cohort members, line managers, and HQ staff of Medair.
- Open-ended interviews with HR representative and staff representative/ liaison for pilot study at field partner organization.

Change Levels

The expectation of developing a system of impact assessment and corresponding measurement tools using a hybrid systematic approach is to achieve a structural foundation for evaluating outputs, outcomes and impact resulting from the event(s) over a longer period of time. The systematic approach for this pilot study targeted four types of change as shown in Exhibit c. Systematic Change Levels. The aim was not to only assess results beyond the knowledge gained during the training. Included in this phase was impacting the transfer within the organization.

Individual Change

Organization Practices / Procedures

Job Performance

Organizational Processes

Exhibit c. Systematic Change Levels

\textsuperscript{37} CCCIAT (Systemic Change Levels).


\textsuperscript{38} Valdeja, B. et al.


\textsuperscript{38} Also known as a continuous educational evaluation cycle in educational design field.
This was created drawing from the following models and approaches for evaluating training outcomes and impacts: Brinkerhoff Model, Kirkpatrick Model, Continuous Educational Evaluation (drawn from Equitas - International Centre for Human Rights Education) and other approaches to data collection and analysis highlighted.

Exhibit d. Four phases of the data collection process

Exhibit e. Number of participants involved in data collection throughout duration of the Pilot Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Respondents</th>
<th>Pre-Training Inception Interviews</th>
<th>Online Follow up survey. Summative Follow Up (6 to 9 months)</th>
<th>Post-survey Interviews</th>
<th>Online Follow up Confirmative (12 to 18 months)</th>
<th>Post-survey Interviews</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cohort</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisor</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Stakeholders</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Photo: Valerie Rzepka, courtesy of MEDAIR.
## Overview of 2017 Pilot Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage 1</th>
<th>Stage 2</th>
<th>Stage 3</th>
<th>Stage 4</th>
<th>Stage 5</th>
<th>Stage 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January - February</td>
<td>February - April 2017</td>
<td>May - July</td>
<td>August - October</td>
<td>November</td>
<td>November - December</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Phase of Assessment Cycle
- Research and needs assessment for preparing the study.
- Preparing and conducting data collection for summative evaluation process (Phase 3 of Cycle). (See Exhibit b. CCAT).
- Preparing and conducting data analysis for summative evaluation process (Phase 3 of Evidence Cycle).
- Preparing and conducting data analysis for confirmative (Impact) Evaluation process (Phase 4 of Evidence Cycle).
- Preparing and conducting data analysis for confirmative (Impact) Evaluation process (Phase 4 of Evidence Cycle).
- Preparation of Draft and Final Pilot Impact Study Report

### Mode of assessment
- Needs assessment/ Evaluability
- Phase 2 Learning Assessment Review & Analysis
- Phase 3 Transfer of Learning Assessment (Behavior, Knowledge sharing, skills, and practice)
- Impact and Results Assessment (Behavior/Attitude/Adoption) Transformation - procedures, routines, knowledge management, and incentive systems
- Impact and Results Assessment (Behavior/Attitude/Adoption) Transformation - procedures, routines, knowledge management, and incentive systems
- Reporting on findings, lessons learned, promising practices. Sharing system of assessment and measurement tools

### Change Level
- Individual/organizational/group
- Individual and organizational group
- Individual / Organizational / broader community
- Individual / Organizational / broader community

### Focus of Assessment
- Discovery
- Output / Intermediate outcome
- Intermediate outcome
- Longer-term outcome / impact
- Longer-term outcome / impact
- Overall results from study

### Entities / Actors
- Training participants
- Field partner(s) [aka clients]
- Subject Matter Experts (SMEs)
- Humanitarian U
- Humanitarian U facilitators
- Training participants
- Field partner(s)
- Pilot study advisors
- Humanitarian U
- The Academy Lead Evaluator(s)
- Training participants
- Field partner(s)
- Pilot study advisors
- Humanitarian U
- The Academy Lead Evaluator(s)
- Training participants / managers / supervisors
- Pilot study advisors
- Humanitarian U
- The Academy Lead Evaluator(s)
- Training participants / managers / supervisors
- Pilot study advisors
- Humanitarian U
- The Academy Lead Evaluator(s)
- Training participants / managers / supervisors
- Pilot study advisors
- Humanitarian U
- The Academy Lead Evaluator(s)
- Training participants / managers / supervisors

### Sources for data collection / research
- Applications / intake forms, intake interviews, job descriptions, curriculum.
- Project documents, Academic literature, Grey Literature.
- Evaluation survey.
- Post-training introduction and orientation of participation interviews.
- 6 to 9-Months post training survey for alumni.
- 6 to 9-Months post training interviews: sample alumni from field partner organization, managers supervisors.
- 12 Months post training survey for alumni.
- 12-Months post training interviews: sample alumni from field partner organization, managers supervisors.
- All analyses.
- Project documentation.
- Academic and grey literature.

### Assessment objectives
- To design methodology and evaluation scope of pilot study.
- To determine niche and pathways of the study.
- To encourage critical reflection and contextual understanding.
- To assess SME input ensuring understanding of level of relevance of pilot study to existing context.
- To clarify roles, responsibilities and expectations.
- To set up work plan and project mechanisms.
- To analyze secondary data from Formative Evaluation data collection (during training, 3-months post training).
- To analyze output of participants against existing baseline data/impact.
- To assess data based on evaluation criteria to test training satisfaction and relevance of training curriculum / implementation and overall effectiveness.
- To produce metrics (indicators for results) for summative evaluation stage of pilot study.
- To assess data based on evaluation criteria to test relevance of training curriculum, overall effectiveness, efficiency of learning transfer.
- To analyze data against existing baseline/data collected.
- To produce metrics for impact assessment stage of pilot study.
- To collect data based on Pilot Study Evaluation Framework.
- To assess data based on evaluation criteria to test targeted effectiveness of training, benefits of training for organizational performance, efficiency of learning transfer, impact on performance results in field.
- To analyze data against existing data from previous phase in cycle.
- To share findings, lessons learned, promising practices recommendations, system of assessment and measurement tools.
- To propose next steps in establishing return on investment framework/ plan.
CHAPTER IV
Findings

This section provides an overview of key findings based on the primary and secondary data collection, with a particular emphasis of the data analysis conducted during the summative and confirmative stages of the project.

Summary view of 3-months post-training secondary data

Over all, when surveyed 3-months after participating a Humanitarian U training program, cohort respondents expressed that they have a comprehensive new knowledge level directly applicable to their work with an understanding that this experience would result in positive changes to the outcomes of their work.

According to an analysis conducted 3 months post-training, 80% of cohort respondents indicated they were partially to extremely confident that their knowledge and skills changed as a result of their experience with the Humanitarian U online training. Further, 20% of respondents indicated they were not yet confident to put their skills into practice in their day-to-day jobs. There was no data collected at that time to illuminate the reasons why, however data collected during the pilot study suggests that there were no systematic processes in place to support this more immediate transfer of knowledge.

Findings 9 to 18-month post-training

The field partner cohort of the eLearning Healthcare Provider Training Program and the eLearning Core Professional Training Program were asked several questions both in online surveys and interviews about their learning, transfer of learning, and noted behavioural changes as a result of their Humanitarian U training program experience.

Key areas of inquiry include:

- links between learning and higher level of effectiveness in their job;
- increase in performance in their jobs in specific areas; and,
- contribution of learning to indicate if their new / current roles and responsibilities at the organization, or a different organization had changed in any way since they participated/completed the training program.

Further, the cohort members’ supervisors/managers at the country office level were also asked to participate by sharing observations, evidence and data about their support for the cohorts’ learning, transfer of learning, and potential integration of the cohorts’ learning into new organizational practices, policy and structural program changes. The findings below are based on an analysis of both cohort and supervisors/managers’ feedback.

3 months after the training experience, data indicates:

- 80% of cohort respondents were partially to extremely confident that their knowledge and skills had changed.
- 20% of cohort respondents indicate they were not confident to practice new skills in their day-to-day jobs.
Finding 01

There are expressed links between strengthened competencies, improvements and increased quality of their work, and participation in the Humanitarian U training programs.

A select sample of cohort respondents (based on the Brinkerhoff model of post-training evaluation) were asked a set of questions during the 9-month post-survey interview to identify specific reasons why they responded to the online survey questions as they did. This was aimed at mapping the outcomes they identified in the survey as well as to:

- Identify how transfer of learning was achieved;
- What they did to achieve this; and,
- To whom; or in what ways they were able to transfer their learning?

Interviewees responses refer to the links between strengthened competencies and specific examples. In Exhibit g, cohort responses provide insight into how the cohort impact the way they are communicating with colleagues and organizational/project planning, stakeholders, partners with whom they are coordinating service delivery as well as beneficiaries. Several competency areas were highlighted by cohort respondents indicating that they felt they were better equipped to effectively do their job after participating in the training program.

Thirty-five to 50% or more of cohort respondents to the 9-month survey identified these competency areas associated with a level of significant positive change in their work, these included but are not limited to improved:

- Understanding of the humanitarian context and their role as a humanitarian worker within this context.
- Ability to evaluate the programmatic impact.
- Ability to identify programmatic gaps.
- Ability to develop relationships with stakeholders.
- Understanding of mainstreaming cross-cutting issues.
- Understanding and ability to approaching planning during the different phases of the project cycles.
- Ability to practice skills and work with their team to decide on reporting for surveillance, risk assessment and security, and disaster management.
- Ability to achieve objectives and goals of health projects in provinces where they work.
- Ability to practice skills for assessing needs of the affected population and working with their team to develop a more appropriate response.
- Confidence to implement their responsibilities more competently.

While 28% stated they did not see a link between the training and change in how they effectively do their jobs, citing the following reasons:

- Not able to clearly identify a direct link, as the work projects they were seeing results in started prior to engaging with the training program.
- Have a graduate degree in a related field of study (i.e., public health specializing in humanitarian assistance, etc.).
- Thought the training program served as a refresh/reminder rather than as new or influencing knowledge and skills they were already using.

In an attempt to gain further clarity about linkages between the impact of knowledge transfer and applying skills from training to improved work performance and leadership, in the confirmative phase online survey (12 to 18-months) the cohort was asked directly to attribute on a scale from 0% to 100% their promotion or increase in job responsibilities to their Humanitarian U training experience.

Questions in the online survey focused on:

- Whether the quality of their work improved as a result of transferring new knowledge or applying new skills gained during the Humanitarian U training program.
- And as well asked to provide examples.
- The extent to which they can attribute a percentage to these improvements in their work to their experience with the Humanitarian U training program.
- Cohort respondents shared their reflections as well as indicated percentages from 10-95%. The average attribution was 34%; therefore, cannot be considered conclusive, however is significant enough to warrant further study.

Furthermore, there were several examples shared by cohort respondents regarding improved work quality and performance based on what new knowledge and skills they were able to transfer/apply to their work, and that of their organization upon completion of the training program. These demonstrate that the training programs impact the way the cohort are not only approaching their roles and responsibilities, but as well, changes in the way they are communicating with colleagues and organizational/project planning, stakeholders, partners with whom they are coordinating service delivery as well as beneficiaries. Several competency areas were highlighted by cohort respondents indicating that they felt they were better equipped to effectively do their job after participating in the training program.

Of the cohort respondents of the 9-month post-training survey, 64% identified that since completing the training program(s), several competency areas are now strengthened as a result of their participation in the eLearning training of Humanitarian U.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change in ability to do job effectively</th>
<th>71%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>71% of cohort respondents expressed that the new knowledge and skills obtained from the training program influenced a change in their level of competency to do their job effectively.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions in the online survey focused on:</th>
<th>64%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64% of cohort respondents stated that since completing the training program(s), several competency areas are now strengthened as a result of their participation in the eLearning training of Humanitarian U.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Several Competency Areas are Strengthened</th>
<th>64%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Several competency areas are now strengthened as a result of their participation in the eLearning training of Humanitarian U, as identified by 64% of cohort respondents.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Exhibit 9. Cohort responses regarding their participation, transfer of knowledge, and practicing and applying skills into their work.

Examples of what was identified as “Knowledge and Skills transfer of learning” from what they learned during their participation in the training program: into their work, or the work of the organization is 6–9 months since completing the training program.

Examples of what participating cohort members indicated as changes in their competency levels as a direct result of their participation in the training program:

Core Humanitarian principles and strengthened knowledge of context of humanitarian work:

Specifically, highlighted was better understanding of accountability, improving the way respondents approach their overall work, and specifically the relationships and communication they engage in with beneficiaries through feedback mechanisms.

“I have been encouraging my staff to ensure beneficiary accountability is a practice that they need to consider at all times and apply the humanitarian core principle standards.”

Link between what it means to be a humanitarian aid worker and better understanding the context of challenges faced. Acknowledgement that other staff are not as familiar with the values of humanitarian principles, participating in the training program has raised their awareness and therefore linked to confidence building as they indicated a “feeling of being more grounded in the work”; by this, the respondent indicated having more confidence in their ability to make decisions, and a stronger knowledge base when it came to program planning cycle.

Of the five selected cohort members interviewed post-survey, three have identified a strong link between having a solid knowledge foundation regarding the humanitarian principles and framework, and a clearer understanding of the value of sharing this knowledge foundation with colleagues with the aim of ensuring that over time Medair staff become more accountable to the beneficiaries they are serving.

Project proposals and funding reports:

One respondent of Cohort Survey stated: “I have a far better understanding of the role of UNOCHA in for advocacy and coordination of pooled funds for humanitarian action. This has meant that when UNOCHA in Afghanistan requests for inputs from INGOs into the yearly strategy as well as other advocacy documents, I am more eager to contribute than before”.

Another respondent mentioned that specifically “Course 4 was helpful for our daily work… when we as a team had to write a new proposal”.

Mainstreaming cross-cutting issues:

Understanding not to view projects in isolation, this is linked to a better understanding of the concept of mainstreaming.

Linking a higher level of confidence to perform their job to a better understanding how to: “mainstream cross-cutting issues by changing the mentality of the team, not only to think about a single intervention but the whole context of interventions, mainstreaming concepts, and create flexibility in what we are doing and consider additional inputs combined with what we normally do.”

Phases of the project cycle:

Space to reflect on their work and how they approach their work through informal discussions with colleagues, and formal knowledge sharing sessions, for example “during staff meetings”, “lunch knowledge sharing sessions”, “reading articles that relate specifically to health-related topics, e.g., WHO reports.” “Looking at how to improve the latrine design for use by persons with disabilities, defining the objectives for each phase of the project cycle”.

Achieving results:

A participant reported several ways their participation in the training has strengthened their capacity to achieving results in these areas: “increase analytical skills - analyzing qualitative data; performing evaluations and discussions with beneficiaries to obtain feedback on project activities; presenting the organization’s activities during meetings with local health authorities; discussions, reports, planning activities”.

Clinical program and service delivery competencies:

Specifically, in areas regarding clinical outbreaks, risk assessment, and coordination of project activities with field partners.

Management:

One Cohort respondent spoke of an overall change to the way they approach their work, they indicated that there was an overall “improvement in my approach of my responsibilities and roles in the organization and or project implemented” as well as stating that they are applying new “(b) knowledge on how to intervene or respond appropriately and effectively in different humanitarian crisis or health needs; (c) networking (more efficiently) to communicate and coordinate project activities with other organizations for proper harmonization of program in the affected area; (d) supporting and coaching health staff in the field on ways to ensure quality standard in the services they provide for the affected population”.

Another participant also had some broader elements of transfer to report: “I have adopted the work of humanitarian and become more familiar with those responsibilities of NGO internationals. I also wrote and shared a report focused on all what I learnt in this program”.

Seventy-three percent of respondents believe that the quality of their work has improved as a result of their transferring what they learned in the training program into their work. The 27% who did not feel this to be true, indicated that the training had not been as useful, stating reasons such as having been on leave during the post-training period, too many changes in the team, and management, and the training level was redundant for the level of experience.

The rationale for believing the quality of their work had improved is attributed to:

- Higher level of applied knowledge about humanitarian context
- More confidence in dealing with team and workload
- Training was foundational to learn more constructively within the organization.
- Larger picture concepts provide a good framework
- Learning about assessment tools was useful to conducting
- Needs assessment
- Coordination with other actors
- Better understanding of the way the Coordination system works
- Training serves as a good reminder to read again about the complexity of our work.
- Most significant knowledge gained relates to planning and implementing interventions, was regarding humanitarian principles and law and its applied relationship with work context enabled a stronger understanding of the relationship between different factors that result in serving the vulnerable.
Having a limited ability to set more rigorous selection criteria for training programs (as in the HU case because they are a private, social enterprise) does create a greater challenge when evaluating the level of success and impact the programs are likely to have, as well as affecting the evaluability of the training programs. If the learning level of an online competency-based training does not meet the needs of the learner, or if the learning level is too high for the learner because of a lack of experience on their part, then it can be argued that evaluating outcomes and impacts resulting from the training experience will also prove more challenging.

Having limitations around participant selection for training programs leaves an organization with challenges in terms of assessing the outcomes and impact of their program, more so than with training programs that have some rigorous criteria for selection, and selection process. Furthermore, limitations to learner selection also impedes upon the potential for a higher ROI for the training organization and its beneficiaries – the learners, the learners’ organizations and the sector.

It is fair to assert that for the two training programs being evaluated, the learning level was not appropriate for approximately 50% of the cohort. One manager asserted in an interview that newer, less experienced staff all indicated that the training was useful for them, but more experienced staff, generally thought the training was less valuable. Although this was the case, they stated that more experienced staff reported that it was a good reminder of several areas (as highlighted in the other finding results). The manager also had several suggestions based on the needs of their organization:

"Our organization requires more technical training. These are both very introductory in that way".

"Need better, more in-depth training on how to "do" project management for humanitarian staff, as there are issues that arise that are very unique to a humanitarian setting".

"Would be more useful to target both training programs for entry level staff. USEFULNESS: deeper modules that relates to real life scenario".

"The manager stated that a 'dream training' for their organization would be making the HU types of modules, online, applicable to low bandwidth – reaching cohorts through this. Training for newcomers abroad before they even begin working".

"If there was a way to integrate these training programs into an option offering blended learning curriculum with a higher technical level, it would be really useful, as the learners can then really mix theory and practice".

"If it was possible, to have the option to pick modules that related to the level of learning required".

Although, Humanitarian U accomplished clearly defined goals, program and learning objectives for their training programs, the varying degrees of field experience which the selected cohort of the training program(s) and this study had in the field resulted in variances in their reported experiences with the training(s) and its influence on their work.

Finding 02

Given participant selection is clearly a limitation experienced by HU, the findings from this study indicate that although there are challenges resulting from this, there programs are being reported by participants as being of high quality, well-designed, and resonating positively with a good percentage of them.
Finding 03

Although several of the cohort and their supervisors/managers expressed connections between the Humanitarian U training program experience and a change in job status or increase in leadership skills, it remains difficult to state conclusively, and therefore requires further study.

According to the analysis of data collected from cohort and supervisors/managers, during the summative data collection phase (9-months post training), 50% of the cohort were given more job responsibilities, while 25% had been promoted. The cohort had difficulty attributing a change in their level of leadership either within the same position or signified by a promotion within the country office. Although several positive impact elements resulting from participation in the training programs were stated, it does not definitively indicate that because of their participation in the training program they were given more responsibilities, or received a promotion.

Similarly, just less than half of supervisors/line managers identified staffs’ participation in the training program as a valuable contribution to better equipping them to handle an increase in job roles, more leadership responsibilities, and stakeholder relations. Supervisors/managers witnessed higher levels of confidence and improvements in leadership skills following their staff’s experience with the Humanitarian U training experience. Although this was stated, it was also stated that there is difficulty in attributing this as the only direct causality. With this, none indicated that their staff received a job promotion within their organization as a result of participating in the eLearning training programs.

33% 'agree' their staff are better equipped to handle an increase in job roles and responsibilities, while 44% 'strongly agree' / 'agree' / 'somewhat agree' staff are better equipped to handle stakeholder and beneficiary relations and showing a higher degree of leadership skills and confidence.

---

Exhibit h. Attribution identified by supervisors/amanagers regarding the cohort’s experience with the training program(s) and an increase in their job responsibilities or contributing to receiving a promotion within the organization.

- **Strongly Agree**
  - 50% received a job promotion within organization
  - 50% is / are better equipped to handle an increase in job responsibilities.
  - 25% is / are better equipped to handle relations with stakeholders and beneficiaries.
  - 25% is / are showing a higher degree of leadership skills (i.e. involved in more decisions)

- **Agree**
  - 50% received a job promotion within organization
  - 17% is / are better equipped to handle an increase in job responsibilities.
  - 50% is / are better equipped to handle relations with stakeholders and beneficiaries.
  - 25% is / are showing a higher degree of leadership skills (i.e. involved in more decisions)

- **Somewhat agree**
  - 25% received a job promotion within organization
  - 50% is / are better equipped to handle an increase in job responsibilities.
  - 25% is / are better equipped to handle relations with stakeholders and beneficiaries.
  - 25% is / are showing a higher degree of leadership skills (i.e. involved in more decisions)

- **Disagree**
  - 22% received a job promotion within organization
  - 33% is / are better equipped to handle an increase in job responsibilities.
  - 22% is / are better equipped to handle relations with stakeholders and beneficiaries.
  - 22% is / are showing a higher degree of leadership skills (i.e. involved in more decisions)

- **Strongly disagree**
  - 100% received a job promotion within organization
  - 100% is / are better equipped to handle an increase in job responsibilities.
  - 100% is / are better equipped to handle relations with stakeholders and beneficiaries.
  - 100% is / are showing a higher degree of leadership skills (i.e. involved in more decisions)

- **N / A**
  - 36% received a job promotion within organization
  - 21% is / are better equipped to handle an increase in job responsibilities.
  - 21% is / are better equipped to handle relations with stakeholders and beneficiaries.
  - 21% is / are showing a higher degree of leadership skills (i.e. involved in more decisions)

---

33% 'agree' their staff are better equipped to handle an increase in job roles and responsibilities, while 44% 'strongly agree' / 'agree' / 'somewhat agree' staff are better equipped to handle stakeholder and beneficiary relations and showing a higher degree of leadership skills and confidence.
Although questions in the online surveys inquire about the level of attribution training programs have directly had on the cohort members’ perception of their own promotions or increases in their roles and responsibilities, it does not adequately reflect the specific changes these training programs have had in more specific areas of job performance.

Exhibit i. Direct contributions specific changes in competency-based areas of work

* I believe that my participation in the training program has contributed directly to being able to ...

Disagree / Strongly disagree

Strongly agree / agree / somewhat agree

...increase the level of impact I feel my work is having on the beneficiary community I serve

...feel more secure within my current work context.

...strengthen my feelings of personal well-being.

...increase my confidence to do my job well.

...perform more efficiently in my job (e.g., better organized, methodical, systematic, structured, well planned, logical, productive.

...perform more effectively in my job (e.g., better at ensuring things go as planned, have the desired result, get better results).

Other questions in the online surveys address this more specifically. In particular, when cohort members were asked their level of agreement (Question 20 of the Cohort 9-month post-training online survey) about direct contributions the training programs had on improving their abilities in the following areas, an average of 65% (see Table 3 below) reported that they ‘strongly agreed/agreed/somewhat agreed’ with the following statements:

According to the analysis of the open-ended responses provided in both the Cohort and the Supervisor/Manager 9-month and 12 to 18-month post training online surveys, although opportunity was provided for cohort members to transfer their learning, the results indicate that more significance could have been achieved if, at the organizational level learning was implemented with a holistic approach to coaching, management and support. Therefore, it can be deduced that the transfer that took place was likely achieved without full organizational support and/or coaching and supervision. As one manager put it: “I don’t think [the organization] is great at pushing the staff to build their capacity when it comes to the Core Humanitarian Principles and Frameworks”. According to Cohort members “no support was provided by management in a coordinated, systematic way, and there were several changes to staffing management positions”. See Exhibit j below.

Finding 04

Analysis of the 9-month, and 12 to 18-month data suggests that there is lack of systematically implemented transfer of learning opportunities within the organization, as a result challenges exist regarding the coaching, supervision and management supported opportunities for cohorts to transfer their learning into their work.
9-month post-training online survey questions

Question 21:
Please indicate whether you agree with the following statements regarding the support provided to you by your manager(s) when transferring your learning from the Humanitarian U training program into your work, and the work of the organisation.

a. My manager(s) enabled me to dedicate work hours to apply what I learned. (other, please specify)
b. My manager(s) provided me with additional resources to implement what I learned. (other, please specify)
c. My manager(s) encouraged me to share new knowledge I learned with my colleagues. (other, please specify)
d. My manager(s) ensured that work projects I was assigned required that I practice and apply new skills that I learned. (other, please specify)
e. My manager(s) enabled me to reflect on what I learned by providing me with access to additional learning opportunities. (other, please specify)

6 to 9-month follow up:

Exhibit j. Factors reported by Cohort members contributing to the supervisors/managers level of effective support to transfer and apply what they learned from the Humanitarian U training program into their work and that of the organization.
Question 17:
Since April/May [9-months post-training] I think the support provided to me by my manager(s) to apply my learning from the Humanitarian U Training Program into my work and the work of the organisation has...

• a. Enabled me to continue to dedicate work hours to apply what I learned. (other, please specify)
• b. Provided me with additional resources to implement what I learned. (other, please specify)
• c. Encouraged me to continue to share new knowledge I learned with my colleagues. (other, please specify)
• d. Enabled me to continue to integrate new skills I learned into my role. (other, please specify)
• e. Encourage me to continually reflect on what I learned by providing me with access to additional learning opportunities. (other, please specify)
• f. Changed as a result of their participation in this pilot impact study. (other, please specify)

12 to 18-month post-training online survey questions

12-month Confirmative follow up:

Question 17: open-ended statements:

• Since the managers/supervisors were made aware of the training and the intention of how the learning was to be transferred into the work of the cohort member they supervised, there was some shift in how managers were able to support the individual cohort members. In some cases, managers were able to contribute positive support in others, there was negative feedback, which was no different to their previous experience 6-months earlier.

• a. Enabled me to continue to dedicate work hours to apply what I learned. (other, please specify)
  • Because it helped to have an understanding of the humanitarian principles and charter. Very important to our work.
  • They continue to support decisions after explanation of need was provided.
  • Only if it didn’t take away from work responsibilities.
  • Without a background in public health, it was not considered a priority to apply lessons learned in spite of wanting to do so - did find solutions to apply by continually reading the materials and other documentation.

• b. Provided me with additional resources to implement what I learned.
  • Continued to have guidance from humanitarian charter every section.
  • Provided me with other documents, and other trainings when possible.
  • We added new positions to improve quality.
  • Fields of interest were too different and therefore not relevant.

• c. Encouraged me to continue to share new knowledge I learned with my colleagues.
  • Yes, gained a lot by helping others learning.
  • Led some discussions sessions with my colleagues about topics from training.
  • Not attributable to the course as always encouraged to share learning with colleagues, particularly since my role is one of providing technical advice to others.

• d. Enabled me to continue to integrate and apply new skills into my role
  • Established an integration of skills into all activities in roles and responsibilities.

• e. Enabled me to continue to reflect on what I learned by providing me with access to additional learning opportunities.
  • To research more about the concept of humanitarianism.
  • Allowed to attend other training.
  • New job gives me new learning opportunities and reflect on content of training to take what can be applied.
  • The humanitarian U training really provided a strong foundation to engage further with other training opportunities, since it provided the building blocks and vocabulary to understand and engage with the world of humanitarian healthcare.
  • There was no encouragement at all on this. When needed, self-led research for sources for support using skills and experiences.
  • Project managers are not allowed to directly communicate with HQ health leadership on supervisory issues so there is tension.

Exhibit j. Factors reported by Cohort members contributing to the supervisors/managers level of effective support to transfer and apply what they learned from the Humanitarian U training program into their work and that of the organization.
Question 21:
Since their participation in the training program, I supported the transfer of what the staff person(s) learned from the training program(s) into their work, and the work of the organisation by:

- Enabling them to dedicate work hours to apply what they learned. (other, please specify)
- Providing them with additional resources to implement what they learned. (other, please specify)
- Encouraging them to share new knowledge they learned with my colleagues. (other, please specify)
- Ensuring that work projects they were assigned required that they practice and apply new skills that they learned. (other, please specify)

Question 12:
Since April/May 2017 after I completed the first online survey and interview for this Pilot study, I have supported the transfer of what the Cohort member staff person(s) learned from the training program(s) into their work, and the work of the organisation by...

- Enabling them to dedicate work hours to apply what they learned. (other, please specify)
- Providing them with additional resources to implement what they learned. (other, please specify)
- Encouraging them to share new knowledge they learned with my colleagues. (other, please specify)
- Ensuring that work projects they were assigned required that they practice and apply new skills that they learned. (other, please specify)
- Ensuring that work projects they were assigned required that they practice and apply new skills that they learned. (other, please specify)
- Enabling them to reflect on what they learned by providing them with access to additional learning opportunities and resources. (other, please specify)

Factors reported by supervisors/line managers contributing to the level of effectiveness to support Cohort members in transferring and applying what they learned from the Humanitarian U training program into their work and that of the organization.

6 to 9-month Confirmative Survey data

Question 21: open-ended statements

Supervisor/Line Manager Responses:

- Enabling them to dedicate work hours to apply what they learned.
  - Lack of awareness staff were participating in the training(s).
  - Redundant content in the training.
  - Number of emergencies and remote field locations without power make it difficult to provide support. It makes extraneous work hard to accomplish.
  - Allowed for time to develop capacity building/knowledge.
  - Sharing workshops for other staff.
  - Did not focus on investing time in this task.

- Providing them with additional resources to implement what they learned.
  - Lack of awareness staff were participating in the training(s).
  - Redundant content in the training.
  - Have different resources available on our intranet and on our bookshelf about project assessments, implementation, training, cross cutting issues and on humanitarian contexts and principles.
  - Enabled them to participate in briefings which has an emphasis on humanitarian context, principles and law.
  - Provided different culture and resources from her previous activities she did.

- Encouraging them to share new knowledge they learned with my colleagues.
  - Lack of awareness staff were participating in the training(s).
  - Not to do extra activities but to tie learning into existing roles: responsible for sharing new technical content.
  - Little time made for communal gatherings let alone knowledge sharing.
  - Left to the desire of learner.
  - The staff did not believe that the information they were learning in the course was pertinent to their day to day work in the field, so we did not focus on investing time in this task.

- Ensuring that work projects they were assigned required that they practice and apply new skills that they learned.
  - Lack of awareness staff were participating in the training(s).
  - Existing roles have to use the skills and content covered in their courses to do their jobs but training comes from multiple sources.
  - Each of our projects require on going assessments and project design and implementations. All of these must take into account the context, humanitarian principles, ethics, public health concerns and cross cutting and protective issues. No specific extra support provided.

- Enabling them to reflect on what they learned by providing them with access to additional learning opportunities and resources
  - Lack of awareness staff were participating in the training(s).
  - Continued internal Medair exposure to training and resources.
  - No specific time spent supporting for this training.
  - Time constraints and responsibilities to ensure delivery of services didn’t make this possible.

9-month post-training online survey questions

12 to 18-month post-training online survey questions
My manager(s) enabled me to dedicate work hours to apply what I learned.

Enabled me to continue to dedicate work hours to apply what I learned.

Provided me with additional resources to implement what I learned.

Encouraged me to share new knowledge I learned with my colleagues.

Ensured that work projects I was assigned required that I practice and apply new skills that I learned.

Enabled me to reflect on what I learned by providing me with access to additional learning opportunities.

Encouraged me to continue to share new knowledge I learned with my colleagues.

Enabled me to continue to integrate new skills I learned into my role.

Encouraged me to continue to reflect on what I learned by providing me with access to additional learning opportunities.

Enabled me to reflect on what I learned by providing me with access to additional learning opportunities and resources.

I was unaware of their learning from the training program.
Organizational commitment to the individual learning process is necessary if transfer of learning is to successfully contribute to changes to the individual learner’s quality of work, the work of the organization, and the beneficiary experience. Based on the analysis of data it is clear that at the time of the study, there was no systematic approach taken by the organization, to support the cohorts’ transfer and application of new knowledge and skills into the work of the organization.

Two interviews were conducted during the confirmative stage of the evaluation with managers based at the Headquarters of the field partner organization. The aim of these interviews at this stage was to further understand whether there was organizational commitment to developing or strengthening the internal strategy on developing staff capacity and systematically assessing and supporting their staff’s transfer and application of learning from the Humanitarian U training programs. From these, evidence clearly shows that the field partner is attempting to mitigate this challenge with an improved system for capacity development. Based on responses and discussion, it appears evident that the field partner may be attempting to mitigate this challenge with an improved system for capacity development.

Evidence from the 50% of supervisors/managers expressively shared cohort members’ actions and activities showing transfer and application of learning from the Humanitarian U training programs. Below, examples of synthesized responses from the 9-month and the 12 to 18-month post training surveys show a level of transfer of knowledge and skills into their daily work, and the work of the organization.

Cohort members reported transferring/applying those competency areas significant to their work (knowledge and skills), and learned during their participation in either the Core Professional Training Program or the Healthcare Provider Training Program in practice. After the completion of the 9-month post-training survey, one manager indicated that the cohort member being supervised “understands better that teams need a leader and the team will provide support when conditions allow.” The supervisor also indicated that some of the staff person’s main skills improvement were in the area of planning and implementing the project cycle.
Knowledge Transfer:

- Presentation to international WHO researchers at an internationally attended training program of the organization outbreak prevention work, transferring what was learned from the completion of Humanitarian U's training.

- Written reflections on interventions that were undertaken where they implemented in a different way to others lessons learned and outcomes achieved as a result of the training. It was expressed that this person displayed a higher level of self-confidence and was able to collaborate more effectively since participating in the training program.

- Conducted a meeting with the Community-Health promoters and some of the Medair staff who are involved in Community health activities and defined the disaster management and public health in emergency context.

- More capable interactions with Health Cluster, MOH, and interactions at the stakeholder and beneficiary levels.

- Was not aware of humanitarian principles prior to taking the training, stated that the person was now actively including this new knowledge of the humanitarian principles through their attitudes and actions in daily work in the field.

- The training programs have improved their work functions and knowledge of humanitarian principles.

---

40 According to the supervisor/manager that reported on this cohort member, the person had "attended and presented in internationally attended training programmes where she presented on the outbreak prevention work of the organization."

41 The cohort member "who was the community health supervisor changed from the way they did their work and now shares with rest staff the knowledge she received from the training, such as the humanitarian principles."
Skills Transfer:

- Not sure it is directly linked, however indication that [Cohort member] has had to analyze more public health emergency responses and implement outbreak preparedness and response and skills have been improving in this area over the past year.

- [Cohort member] has taken part in rapid public health assessments, line manager observed good knowledge of issues affecting displaced populations and understanding of sphere based basic health care requirements of humanitarian response.

- Involvement in project implementation and supervision of both direct public health care provisions and emergency response preparedness and response activities such as mass cholera vaccination campaigns.

- Implementation of projects in areas where cross cutting issues and protection issues must be considered.

- Conducted a meeting with the community health staff reflecting practices learned in the training, that apply in the field but not including field partner staff and the organization staff themselves.

- Organization of a workshop with other Medair and the partner’s staff on rapid assessment and clinical response.

Other factors reported that may have contributed to these areas of knowledge and skills transfer include:

- Continued experience and lessons learned improved staff job functions.

- The organization’s H&N 1 week workshop in November 2016, 5 days of 1:1 H&N briefing for advisor role, Weekly HQ field 1:1 meetings discussing work issues and situations and receiving advice.

- Communications and disease surveillance.

- Practical on the job experience, the organization’s regional training courses attended in person, and other training courses attended in person.

- Involvement in proposal writing other than for usual funders.
Finding 06

71% of cohort respondents reported a level of longer-term change resulting from their experience in the Humanitarian Training Program. 10% stated they were not able to identify any, or there was no change, while another 10% left the organization. 20% of respondents stated several other factors in addition to the training as influencing whether impact was achieved.

Cohort members were asked to report on positive changes, in general that have resulted from the training. They were able to identify how it has had an influence over the quality of their work, or that of the organization. Below are some examples of influence. They were asked in the 12 to 18-month post-training survey to: “Please share with us success stories focused on your experience in applying your learning from the training program into your work, and the work of the organisation since April/May 2017.”

“Before the training, I wasn’t aware of ways to conduct reporting on the security condition; case definitions; humanitarian principles, and how to work with the ICRC. I now better understand types of disaster and the cross cutting issues which was hard for me to understand but now have more knowledge, human rights and the organization work how they work, immigrants and asylum seekers.”

“Before the course, I thought I had a good and acceptable leadership. After finishing this training, I started to think about my team and how to collaborate with them more. We decided to promote 3 officers to senior level after training them on tasks and skills that they need in new positions. In this I have more time by managing 3 senior officers who are leading all activities. Quality of work improved, meeting deadlines, coordination with other actors.”

“I was not able to finish the course, due to time constraints, but the chapters I studied were interesting and helpful as a reminder to look at the context of our work, to plan carefully and prepare before going to the field and to evaluate and learn from lessons from previous projects. I apply these lessons to my own work and, where possible, discuss it with my national team. Unfortunately, I see more and more short-term missions among the organizations’ expat staff, which does not really allow for longterm planning or regular discussions how to improve quality in the work. The training has offered good opportunities to move forward though in new directions that are more outside my current work situation.”

“I now very proactively encourage others to undertake online learning in the area of humanitarian healthcare. I am currently helping some of my South Sudanese colleagues to pursue courses with internationally-recognised course providers, inspired by my own positive experience of Humanitarian U and the importance of high quality in online education, as with other learning opportunities.”
Finding 07

The pilot study has produced anecdotal evidence of how the cohorts’ transfer and application of learning from the Humanitarian U training program has resulted in changes experienced by the beneficiary communities they serve.

To collect evidence of training impact on the beneficiary communities served by the cohort staff of the organization, the cohort and supervisors/managers were asked to respond to several specific questions while responding to the online surveys as well as during interviews following the completion of the 9-month post training survey. These experiences are self-reported and therefore considered anecdotal, not integrated into a strategic capacity development plan of the organization, nor the result of any specific long-term post-training monitoring plan of the learning organization, Humanitarian U.

In analysing the responses, it was clear that individual cohort members consider the training to have positively impacted on how they are conducting their work, engaging with the beneficiary community, and possible ways the training experience can be directly attributed to changes at this level.

As a way to better understand these experiences, interviews were conducted to collect more data about the most significant changes reported to the cohort by members of the beneficiary community. Furthermore, it was an opportunity to highlight some promising practices and lessons learned on how to transfer their learning experience. For the most part, the cohort reported that it was difficult to show attribution between their training program experience and changes to the beneficiary experience. Some of their survey responses are expressed below:

According to the cohort:

- Several participants indicated a neutral or n/a response when asked how the training program experience resulted in changes at the beneficiary level.
- 14% of respondents indicated that the “training provided theoretical knowledge not related to our work” or it was simply too rudimentary for it to have significant impact. This tended to be truer for the cohort of the CORE professional training program.

Others provided insights that indicate a shift in their experience with the community, however not a clear attribution of changes occurred. Further, responses also serve to point out that training is not the only factor that contributes to challenges, and therefore, as well to successes. In future, it is likely that more holistic models are worth exploring, such as collective impact.

“Difficult to know, however I think the training has had a deeper impact in the way I was handling my work, my relationship with the beneficiaries, and so, it is difficult to measure how much it has affected them. Nonetheless I believe this training has helped me grasp a wider image of the humanitarian world, and it can only be positive for the population impacted by my work.”

“Improved quality of monitoring”

“A reminder not to forget participation of beneficiaries in our projects. This however is becoming more difficult with short-term projects, or requirements of donors to stay only for a few months in a setting. It requires a different focus to the work, and careful reflection on our approach to work in a new or existing context. E.g. focusing on emergencies rather than chronic crises.”

“It equipped me to better understand this field of work, and hence apply these principles in designing interventions – I am sure that it has equipped me to design better responses and hence better serve the beneficiaries we are working for.”

42 i.e. interactions and relationships with staff, services and programmes provided, increased understanding of the role of humanitarian organisations and roles beneficiaries can play, improved health and well-being, and number of lives saved.
CHANGE STORIES
The following two Change Stories are presented here to illuminate how training programs (such as Humanitarian U training programs in this case) are able to impact the experience of the learners, their organizations, and the beneficiaries they serve within the humanitarian sector. Specifically, when the cohort was asked to critically reflect on their experience, the Change Stories are an interesting tool to provide evidence of how the training program positively influenced the cohorts’ sense of wellbeing; perceptions of their job performance; the work of their organization; the coordination and service delivery structure; and relationships between humanitarian institutions. Further, cohort members spoke of important ways they believe their experience with the training has influenced the beneficiaries’ experience. Albeit these are small windows into significantly larger pool of aid workers, however, they are useful in understanding how this evaluation system and reflective process may be applied in future continuous evaluation processes.

Interviews were conducted with a select sample of five cohort members based on their responses to the 6-9-months post-training online survey. Drawing from important models and innovative approaches used for evaluating and mapping impact, the interviews aimed at obtaining more robust evidence supporting responses shared in the completed surveys.

43 Kirkpatrick, Brinkerhoff and Most Significant Change Models
“It just made everything else make sense, I was able to better understand all the bits, brought a lot together for me once I was able to reflect on the learning. Specifically, on the Humanitarian Principles and what we are doing and why we are doing it. Things became more grounded!

Having this foundation has helped me to learn things more easily. I did the online training sessions in early to mid-2016. In July 2016, I was based in the city where the troubles were really high. Humanitarian principles helped me to see how our work fit into the city experience, regarding security. The timing of the training and the sociopolitical context made it necessary to reflect on why different aspects of challenging situations were particularly against humanitarian principles and what was expected in the situation. We needed to ask ourselves how we were coordinating with other organizations what we’re doing and not doing? In terms of security decisions at the time, the training helped in terms of why things became decided as they were. Beforehand (the training) I wouldn’t have even considered critically thinking about it. After that, I finished contract literally the next week and then went home. Since then, I became a health advisor and had to learn a lot very quickly. Comparing these two experiences of getting into Medair, I felt the course had a lot to do with the ease at which I was able to do this, spent time trying to understand where the learning fit into my role within healthcare. I assimilated new information more quickly as a result. So, I would say it was a direct influence.

For example: Having an overview of examples about response from the module, allowed me to address the Cholera outbreaks – just having a better starting point, knowing where to start. The training literally just introduced the general concepts, but covered a little bit on outbreak conditions and provided a basis or starting point.”

When asked if the training experience led to a change in their level of confidence to do their job, the cohort member shared this:

“True statement! It was a big aspect of the success from the training. I am confident that I wasn’t missing pieces as a result of the strong overall from the training.”

When asked if the training experience led to a stronger sense of well-being and personal security to do their job more effectively, the cohort member shared this:

“Confidence in the role does influence the sense of well-being that you have what it takes to be in the role, and doing a formal course addressing this competency, I can now enjoy the job more as a result. Section in later module of managing well-being and stress management, reinforced principles I was already aware of. At the same time, it’s always helpful to have new takes on it. And so, this was really helpful to revisit it within a new context and new perspective and with mindfulness.”

When asked if the training experience led to a better understanding and level of comfort with contextual security to improve how they do their job, the cohort member shared this:

“I don’t really have to worry about contextual security in my current role, but it helped me to understand where Humanitarian Agencies sit within the security picture, and that does help you feel safer because you know what your role is supposed to be and how people are supposed to treat you. And to understand what the intention is around this. Maybe my advising may have an influence over project managers, but indirectly as this is not my primary role, but yes, on impact of security in running health services it helps to form a foundation on the structure of how these services are set up. I gained an understanding on the significance of security issues and so this helps project managers determine how this can impact the service delivery and coordination. Also on protection issues and safety and security of staff and beneficiaries, considering protection aspect of any planned intervention. For instance, there were some scenarios in modules that talked about the effect of humanitarian interventions within conflicts, how delivering services to one particular group might support this. And so, we need to consider how our interventions and how they have an impact and then influence the security of staff and beneficiaries. Has informed me better on how to do this (e.g., vaccination campaigns in a particular area - how to mobilize a community without bringing access risk). The training did give me the language and concepts in which to articulate things correctly and then interact with matters properly and helpfully.”

When asked about whether the training has impacted the beneficiaries directly, the cohort member shared this:

“The training helped me to assimilate the type of information I needed to do my job better. Indirect path in a way, because I don’t directly work with beneficiaries, but advises other project managers. I received positive feedback early in the role. I was told that I was picking it up quickly, I wasn’t aware this would happen and so I was confirmed that my learning was effective. I can advise others to design interventions that work, and we have taken several interventions that work based on conversations on what the main issues are to consider in making an effective and appropriate interventions, and achieved several like this.”

The Cohort member credits the course for doing this and learning the main issues and overview in the field. Examples of interventions currently in ERT - there has been a new design, and thinks that they are able to do work more effectively and recognized by other agencies as effective, innovative, running a Cholera vaccination campaign alongside a registration process in a day or 2 and in a targeted, difficult-to-reach area, and risk factors, and protection concerns to mobilize them for long and to access risk.”
Direct transfer of learning impact reported by a cohort member as a result of participation in the competency-based eLearning Core Professional Training Program.

An example of learning impact according to a cohort member demonstrating the value of the Core Professional training experience and the role it has played in strengthening their knowledge, skills, and changing attitudes about their work, the work of the organization, and relations with stakeholders and beneficiaries.

"Among the many positive examples mainly about communication for coordination within the team, agencies and beneficiaries, because we always have to consider them first, and make sure we have a balance of power. At one point in the past, they lacked information about our work, now they have more awareness. By being more transparent we are more accountable."

Their team shared with beneficiaries the responsibilities that the team needs to have to them. They approached this by applying some of the skills and practices learned during the Humanitarian U training program experience.

"We conducted focus groups with the beneficiaries to assess what their primary needs were. Our team now responds to these, and the beneficiaries are now well informed. In return, my team is also better informed, and there is a lot more community involvement and feedback. This is a continuous monitoring process throughout the project cycle. I think that we were able to really strengthen our approach to beneficiary involvement and relations as a result in the training. We have received beneficiary feedback, and it is very positive. They feel that their voices are being heard. It has improved the relationships, communication and ultimately services with the beneficiaries."

Advantages include improved communication as there is always an understanding. There’s a thing where generalizations occur when an agency is not doing well. We are trying to ensure that coordination is strengthened as beneficiaries’ involvement helps to eliminate these negative generalizations."
Challenges to Transfer of Learning in the Humanitarian Sector
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Summary of challenges or limitations to being able to transfer learning into their own work, the work of the organization, or to the beneficiaries expressed in the data:

According to the data collected throughout the study, several challenges made it difficult to transfer learning from the training program(s) to their work, or the work of the organization and to beneficiaries. These challenges were presented by both cohort members and supervisor/managers. Several of these challenges have resulted from the training program(s) to their work, or the work of the organization and to beneficiaries. These challenges were presented by both cohort members and supervisors/managers. Several of these challenges have resulted within a sphere of influence surrounding the learners.

According to the respondents:

1. Personal well-being and operating securely in a humanitarian response situation is difficult due to country context - often challenges to the personal well-being and security means that learning experiences are de-prioritized. For humanitarian field workers, this is a more common problem.

2. Work overload - It was expressed by several cohort members and supervisor/managers that they simply “have too much to do and not much time to really think about applying the new learning” or “ways of supporting new learning opportunities”. This was a common problem among respondents. Reasons highlighted often had to do with limited budgets, resource cuts, burnout, day-to-day challenges that are typical to working in a crisis or conflict situation, power outages, limited to no internet access from remote working areas. Another example shared focused on not having adequate time to reflect with colleagues on how new knowledge can be used to make changes.

3. Language limitations is a real barrier - Lack of information in other languages, and issues of limited language, often is a barrier for sharing information or materials with national staff if the learner does not speak the local language.

4. Lack of knowledge by management and/or support staff - If managers are left unaware of staffs’ participation in the course, it makes it quite difficult to monitor the staff person’s progress. As one manager puts it: “It would have been nice to have known that they were participating in such a course in order to honestly answer this question and observe the differences.”

5. Simultaneously participating in training experiences (whether online or face-to-face) - Participating in several trainings at the same time makes it difficult to be certain where the learning is coming from if course content overlaps, or covers similarly focused material.

6. Sense of unique context as an influencing factor in ability to adapt learning - If a learner believes the training is meant for a more ‘western’ audience, or a natural disaster vs. a conflict situation, then they may not think the program resonates with them. For instance, one person’s comment stated “Moreover, training was more linked to responding to new emergencies rather than protracted contexts and crises.” While another individual stated that “Examples covered in the training was less directly applicable to their own work but not impossible to transfer.”

7. Lack of knowledge by management and/or support staff - If managers are left unaware of staffs’ participation in the course, it makes it quite difficult to monitor the staff person’s progress. As one manager puts it: “It would have been nice to have known that they were participating in such a course in order to honestly answer this question and observe the differences.”

8. Lack of knowledge by management and/or support staff - If managers are left unaware of staffs’ participation in the course, it makes it quite difficult to monitor the staff person’s progress. As one manager puts it: “It would have been nice to have known that they were participating in such a course in order to honestly answer this question and observe the differences.”

9. Positive: In static locations has more opportunity to do this transfer. After I did the course, the next job required me to use and gain a lot of knowledge. Technical challenge forced her to build on what she learned during the course. A healthy factor. Has the organization to thank to put her in a role that would challenge her and trusted her to do it. Technical back up to then rely on and learn more from others.

10. Negative: Internet connection is tough, in the ERT sometimes yes and sometimes no. Smaller group context, less opportunity to share it. Requires imagination to reflect on learning.

11. The set up of the course with a final exam was very helpful, to revisit the learning and gain more on second visitation (study). Doing these conversations in retrospect and answering surveys helps to reflect on learning.

Reasons stated for not having any intention to complete the training program or duration to completion:

1. Too high workload, poor internet connection, committed to another training program, felt the course was covering material I had already covered during my Master’s program (NGO Management).

2. Lack of time during work, and lack of regular internet after working hours to complete the modules. Also, to do this course properly it requires more than the 12 hours that were mentioned.
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LIMITATIONS AND RISKS

It is important to illuminate the participant pool as an overarching limitation, and acknowledge this study as a “case” example for the field. There was no practical way to mitigate this issue while the study was happening; however, the challenge is also in itself a strength, as we were able to collect narrative stories describing the experiences of the individual cohort members. This is not always a possibility, nor necessary in future evaluations of trainings, but worthy to note for this pilot study.

Elements of Limitation / Risk

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training does not function in isolation to other elements within the broader eco system. For example, the level of coaching and support from the organization and direct supervisors plays an important part in the success level of transfer of learning.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access to beneficiaries is more challenging due to transient nature of humanitarian aid work and contextual difficulties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The training programs being assessed for the study are only offered in English.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The participant pool was primarily limited to external stakeholders (8) during the inception phase, a cohort of participants (22) from the two Humanitarian U training programs from one organization, and their supervisors/line managers, which in the end totaled 11 who provided supervision to 22 participants at the country office level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of robust baseline data collected in a systematic way.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of the cohort being assessed vary in experience levels, half of the cohort are considered “newcomers” to the humanitarian field context while other half is more seasoned practitioners in the field.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of the total number participants of the training, four did not complete the program. Two from the Core Professional Training Program, and two from the Healthcare Training Program.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Suggested mitigation of Limitation / Risk

| This is typical of any training and several important discoveries were acknowledged during the data analysis. The questions and lines of inquiry for the study were also adjusted midway to this into account. Specific questions focused on this particular issue in terms of positive, negative, unintended and intended consequences. One aim of utilizing outcome harvesting/most significant change stories was to also address this point. |
| Areas of inquiry targeted the individual and organizational levels, by focusing specifically on these change levels, the hope is that a fuller picture of impact can emerge based on participants’ responses stemming from reflective forms of questions that will include gathering evidence on what produced positive results, rather than the point of results itself. |
| The participants of the cohort were all informed that the training was taking place in English. The Project team included in the assessment, questions focused on training implementation to collect data about how language limitations might be a factor in positive or negative results. |
| The size of the respondent pool and the risks that this poses in putting forward findings and recommended future considerations needed to be considered at every stage of data collection and analysis. |
| Findings from this study were reviewed with this knowledge, as well as the knowledge that this greatly limited the opportunity to conduct a robust learning needs assessment. |
| This was taken into consideration during the data collection and accounted for in the analysis of the data. |
| The project team successfully contact 2 of the 4 individuals in spite of their inability to complete the training programs to better understand the reasons for the incompletions. |
RECOMMENDATIONS

RECOMMENDATION 01
Training organizations within the humanitarian sector, whether social enterprises or not-for-profit need to ensure that selection criteria and processes for selecting learners for their training programs are appropriate; this will also strengthen and support the learners’ experiences as a result of their participation in the training.

Although HU accomplished good level of success with their programs as a result of clearly defined goals, well designed curriculum and online interface, and strong teaching support from experts, as well as clear program and learning objectives for their training programs, the target audience selected for this study and to participate in the training programs was less successful as indicated in Finding 2. There are particular criteria training organizations need to set before moving forward with a training plan/or conducting a training as well as the training evaluation:

a. Is the target group interested in the training
b. Has the commitment to participate been made;
c. Is the timing and timeline appropriately meeting the needs of the target group and the learning organization;
d. Is the level of learning appropriate for the target group?

Another key aspect to consider is the ways in which selection criteria are established. As outlined on the web page for Southern Cross University, developing selection criteria “provide [learners] with a list of the key skills, knowledge, experience and attributes required to successfully fulfil the responsibilities and duties of the position. They also provide a measure against which [learners] can be evaluated” throughout and beyond a learning experience. When setting the criteria, frame them to reflect the key competencies that will be attained through the training experience. “Where possible, write the criteria from an ‘outcome perspective’ and give consideration to the professional and managerial leadership knowledge, skills and experience required for the role” of humanitarian workers, also based on competency knowledge, skills and behaviour.

RECOMMENDATION 02
Baseline data design and the integration of benchmark data including learning needs analysis into the learning and assessment work of the sector is essential for strengthening training evaluation to create more rigorous evaluation of impact results and gaining further insight into the direction the sector needs to move.

A weakness in this pilot study has proven to be a less robust baseline of data; however having pre-training ‘intake data’, inclusion interviews with learners and supervisors/managers (i.e. introduction interviews) proved to be quite useful to retroactively strengthening some of the baseline and filling in some gaps. Baseline data, referred to as “measurements of key conditions (indicators) before the project begins, from which change and progress can be assessed”[14], in particular for impact evaluations is an essential component to measuring training impact.

As standards for assessment and learning practice become more widely defined, accepted, and applied within the sector, baseline data (research) will prove to be a fundamental key to better understanding the necessity and usefulness of targeted training programs either institutionally, organizationally or individually. Linking this to a sector-wide mapping project/data-base, or active online community of practice for learning and assessment specific to the humanitarian sector would have the potential to strengthen practices in establishing sector wide standards for learning, assessment, and professionalization policies and practices.

RECOMMENDATION 03
With the aim of strengthening and adopting processes and practices in human resources and training aimed at higher return on investment (ROI), and coherent monitoring and evaluation strategies across organizations, conduct research of existing systematic approaches and standards within the sector to chart and disseminate promising practices and lessons learned regarding coaching, management strategies, and learning and assessment strategies.

A general assumption from online research of reported training evaluation and from inception interviews with subject matter experts (SMEs) that organizations tend to be conducting Formative Evaluation of their training programs. When it is said, or indicated on the website that they have completed evaluation and can report impact, often with further questioning or researching it is clear that they are more likely conducting post-training evaluation (summative), immediately after their training programs, or within 6-months post-training. There is usage of impact terminology, but not necessarily the methodology, data and analysis to support it.

45 Southern Cross University, Developing Selection Criteria <https://www.scu.edu.au/staff/services/recruitment/classification-procedures-for-professional-positions/developing-selection-criteria/> [accessed21 December 2017]
Organizations need to better educate funders regarding the essentiality of supporting and strengthening organizational capacity to manage and coach learning processes. This will greatly influence improvements to internal systems, procedures and policies for services, and program delivery and coordination. By strengthening learning and evaluation at the organizational level, training programs such as Humanitarian U’s will produce greater positive results.

Organizational commitment to the individual learning process is necessary if transfer of learning is to successfully contribute to changes to the individual learner’s quality of work. Integrating methodologies, such as critical reflective inquiry, continuous monitoring, and evaluation tools into online training program themselves can contribute to strengthening the work of the organization, and the beneficiary experience.

Critical reflective inquiry is an extremely effective approach to better understanding of individual learning experiences, and the way learning experiences are perceived by secondary individuals working as a team members or supervisor/manager of the learner.

Further study is required to map out and better understand whether organizations are working to create holistic systematic strategies for learning and assessment, something quite difficult to gauge, however may be made easier if individual learners are engaged in the data collection prior to starting the training. Several options exist to support phased data collection, from baseline to impact data, often this requires a cyclical and continuous evaluation methods. Tools that can be utilized both for learning and monitoring signify substantial input during the assessment, post-training follow up process.

By applying and encouraging reflective inquiry/practice and participatory transformative learning models in a training process, individual learners can design a plan to transfer and apply their learning during the year following the training itself. The potential for beneficiaries and the impact on them will be supported with a more in-depth focus on approaches and methods for individual planning and transfer structures implemented.

Another opportunity for reflective practice is through the use of online platform engaging with other colleagues in other countries during a training session. This would create more action-based learning activities to make learning more applicable and more practical with input from colleagues, better understanding of how to share learning by applying it in context or how to apply it and report back to colleagues in the same training course.

Data collection from different stakeholders invested in the cohort members’ professional development, more than from one organizational partner would greatly improve how we can understand the value of competency-based training programs. Although an initial investment is required, conducting longer-term assessment using a comparative approach to the analysis process, will help organizations to ascertain the relevance and effectiveness of systemically developing structures and approaches; ensuring commitment levels of organizations and individuals involved in competency-based training programs.

It is evidenced in some of the initial analysis that a lack of awareness, involvement and support from managers impacts on organizational perceptions of the relevance and effectiveness of a training program. What could be useful is to look outside the sector to see how competency based programmes are rolled out, monitored and assessed to allow for better benchmarking of good practice rather than just comparing similar organizations.

Ensuring greater value of donor support not only by increasing investment but also assuring greater influence by donors to strengthen the sector for training & evaluation.

In terms of donor support, the notion is not only to encourage more investment of funding into learning and evaluation within the sector, albeit this type of support is necessary and important. What is also meant by ‘greater value’ is to influence donors to move away from static methods of capacity building, monitoring, evaluation and provide for allowances within this field to delve deeper into impact assessment that will foster more supportive work place environments and encourage transfer of learning, removing barrier to this transfer (refer back to the list of challenges in the previous section) and further professionalize the field. As iterated in this study, several important contributing factors were identified by the respondents as reasons why transfer of learning from training programs is not happening at a greater rate and resulting in better value for money for organizations investing in training programs.

These issues ranged from insecure work environments and isolation of the cohort member due to work placement, to being unaware of their staff members’ participation in the training program or not being told their staff were involved in any training programs.

Increasing the understanding of donors of the value-added resulting from this type of commitment, will strengthen organizational commitment to supporting individual learner experiences more systematically and lead to great organizational results in the long term. It can be said based on findings from this study, that organizations require increased support to plan for, conduct and/or engage in competency-based, knowledge and skills training, and leadership training for locally-based humanitarian workers, organizations, or country office staff of international aid organizations. This increase in donor support can be invested into stronger sector-wide baseline collecting and reporting, strengthen leadership and competency-based learning strategies within organizations; supporting capacity building in areas such as coaching, systems of assessment post-training and re-investing learning, best practices into improving existing training programs and systems of assessment. Further, by supporting individual learning transfer and application more systematically, organizations may increase their level of receptivity and contributions to increasing local, ‘native’ populations, and support and build government capacity for disaster response.
This pilot study is the first to develop and present tools and metrics that measure ‘what ways’ the transfer of learning from Humanitarian U’s online training program experiences are ultimately contributing to strengthening and improving coordination and service delivery in the system of humanitarian field work.

The mixed methods approach used in this study was chosen as to date, there are no existing tools or frameworks to measure impact of learning in the field – especially indirectly as it pertains to the beneficiaries. It is our hope that this methodology will provide a framework for a larger study that will include data from the learners, managers, organizations and beneficiaries. Future studies would also need to include other online learning programs in addition to Humanitarian U.

The recommendations from this pilot study should be considered by individuals and organizations as they have practical applications for both. Repeatedly we heard that the study participants who had the training believed that they were more efficient and had more positive outcomes in their work. Donors should consider funding programs where the organization promotes competency-based training and where this is being implemented for its staff.

Finally, this report comes at a time when the humanitarian sector is seeing a shift towards professionalization, standardized competency-based training and certification. A good example is the HPass Initiative (www.HPass.org). With HPass, any humanitarian, whether they be a volunteer or an experienced field worker, will have the opportunity to have their current experience recognized throughout the sector. HPass is also an opportunity for learning and assessment providers to join a global platform, sign up to the sector-recognized standards and provide digital credentials using Open Badges for both learners completing their courses and people whose competencies are being assessed.

Overall this pilot study has demonstrated the positive outcomes of standardized, competency-based training and certification. It shows a positive impact on performance, credibility and confidence. Programs are delivered more efficiently, teams are managed more effectively and individuals feel better about their work. Finally, beneficiaries feel that their voices are being heard. It has improved the relationships, communication and ultimately services. We hope that this will be a first-step in the direction of measuring impact of training in the humanitarian sector.
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ANNEXES

ANNEX 1: Pilot study methodology

Sources of Data

Key sources of data for this pilot study were people and documents.

People: The table below provides an overview of the key stakeholder groups relevant in the context of this pilot study. Specific representatives of each of these groups were consulted during the evaluation and were identified with input from Humanitarian U, the Academy, and MEDAIR.

Exhibit p. Stakeholder list for data collection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakeholders</th>
<th>Specific Units/Sub-Groups</th>
<th>Method of consultation</th>
<th>Approximate N of participants in the study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Independent advisors</td>
<td>Expert practitioners / academics focusing their work on the humanitarian sector.</td>
<td>Virtual individual consultations via telephone, Skype, and/or email</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject Matter Experts (SMEs)</td>
<td>Representatives of international NGOs engaging in MEAL specifically targeting competency-based training either internally or outsourcing other organizations/companies to conduct training for their staff.</td>
<td>Virtual individual and/or small groups interviews</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORE Professional Humanitarian Training participants of MEDAIR cohort from Lebanon, Afghanistan, Jordan, and South Sudan</td>
<td>Positions: monitoring and evaluation, communications, specialized program manager(s) including areas such as: food security, ERT, WASH, health, nutrition, fund development.</td>
<td>Online survey Virtual (Telephone, Whatsapp, or Skype) individual interviews</td>
<td>8 in total that completed the training 2 potential incompletes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthcare Training Program participants of MEDAIR cohort from DRC, Jordan, Iraq, Lebanon, South Sudan, and Somalia</td>
<td>Positions: supervisors, managers, advisors, officers, specialized program areas include: mobilization, community health, health, ERT, health, nutrition</td>
<td>Online survey Virtual individual interviews</td>
<td>10 in total that completed the training 2 potential incompletes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medair Managers/Supervisors</td>
<td>Positions: line managers, country directors, deputy country directors</td>
<td>Online Survey Virtual Individual interviews</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Secondary Data Collection: The second data source consisted of relevant literature (academic and grey), blogs and websites, organizational documents, training and evaluation materials relevant to the sector, and databases that informed the desk review part of the pilot study.

The types of documents consulted are shown below. This was further elaborated with the support of the partner organizations, independent advisors, and SMEs as required, or spontaneously.

Exhibit r. Types of documents consulted

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Document</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leadership Academy Documents</td>
<td>HLA MEAL framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humanitarian and Humanitarian</td>
<td>Dalberg Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthcare training program documents and course materials</td>
<td>Training course frameworks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training course frameworks and course materials</td>
<td>Project related documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humanitarian organization reports, reviews, studies</td>
<td>CBHA Competency Reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Course Evaluation Tools and Data Collected</td>
<td>Intake forms for training (pre-training forms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake interview analysis notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Course tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Course surveys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3-month post-evaluation surveys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3-month post-evaluation results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humanitarian organization reports, reviews, studies</td>
<td>EURHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALNAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RedR UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>People in Aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>European Network for the Red Cross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Save the Children UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>World Vision International</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Doctors without Borders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic literature</td>
<td>Academic journal articles, conference presentations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blogs/Websites</td>
<td>Relevant blogs/websites on humanitarian evaluation of training, impact assessment of training programs, training methodology.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data collection methods

The data collection was undertaken at the individual, organizational and field levels. Different methods were used at each level. The following sections describe the general methods that the study used to collect data. As mentioned in the previous chapter, stages of data collection during 2017 built on existing data already collected and contributed to the data collection of each subsequent phase of the CCIAT.

The study received approval by the ethical review board of McGill University during the Inception Phase of the Project. All individuals that contributed data either through interviews, group interviews or online survey were asked to sign a consent form. These consent forms were kept on file by the project team for the appropriate duration of time.

Advice from Independent Advisors (IAs)

The team decided to invite between 4-6 independent advisors to participate in the study by contributing their knowledge and experience with such areas as:

- competency-based training
- E-Learning and blended learning
- the humanitarian sector
- training within the humanitarian sector
- humanitarian competency standards
- educational evaluation methodologies
- focused (particularly dealing with training evaluation)

The individuals selected were asked to contribute their time and expertise to support the implementation of key milestones throughout the stages of the project. Not all IAs were asked to contribute to all components identified in the list below, but called upon based on their availability, individual capacity, and expert knowledge. The IAs were requested to support the project team to:

- Review draft of data collection tools
- Test data collection tools
- Discuss emerging risks and limitations to implementation process
- Review draft of synthesized data
- Suggest resources relevant to this study
- Review draft findings and final report

Document review and literature review (academic and grey)

An initial review of selected key documents took place during the Inception Phase as documents were made available. A continuous review of documentation took place during the course of the study in order to generate information to address the key evaluation criteria and issues as outlined in the Assessment matrix.

As relevant information was identified, it was coded and then organized according to criteria and sub questions. This facilitated the sorting, analysis and triangulation of data by criteria and key questions (outlined in the assessment matrix) and/or other key foci that emerged during the course of the study to inform report writing. An agreed upon method among the pilot study team to review this documentation was used. Sources of documentation are outlined in the table in the previous section.

Virtual interviews with participants and stakeholders in the study

All individual and group interviews followed agreed-upon interview protocols tailored to categories of participants and aligned with the overall assessment framework. Interviews were semi-structured but flexible, allowing new questions to be brought up during the interview as a result of what the interviewee said. This type of interview does not follow a tightly prescribed protocol, but requires prior preparation of the key interview themes and questions. Initial interview questions were open ended supporting an open dialogue and taking into consideration most relevant information in relation to questions. As the interviews progressed, the interviewer provided prompts in the spirit of creating a participatory, reflective and open dialogue that elicited specific topics addressed in the assessment framework. Interviews were approximately 45-60 minutes per person or small group.

Consistency of interview approach was ensured through a briefing session with all interviewers for the study. They met periodically to provide updates on emerging themes and any challenges arising during the interview process.
Most Significant Change Stories

This pilot impact study included most significant change stories by cohort members to capture evidence of impact from the experiences of actual users of the competency based eLearning training programs. Most significant change stories are effective where challenges and difficulties exist in identifying longer term impact. It is a method often used to harvest outcomes/impact data with the aim of establishing some understanding of the value of the training. In this case, it is useful to provide some narrative evidence of impact through the stories they shared about how their experience in the eLearning training program has reached beneficiaries. The Pilot Study was learning-focused and the design was primarily illustrative. This approach was chosen because:

- There is limited evidence of systematic data collection from users of competency-based training programs that follows the learner from the induction into the training process to the implementation of learning in the job performance, organizational and field levels. These stories will at the very least illuminate at which point in the transfer of learning process, assessment may be required to target and what resources may be required.
- Humanitarian U has only existed for a few years with a focus towards contributing to the profession- alization and standardization of competency-based capacity building and practice in the humanitarian sector. It is useful to exemplify this experience, and show exemplary evidence of how their work is linked to changes in knowledge, skills and practic- es aimed at strengthening individual and organi- zational performance to address coordination and delivery of services during a humanitarian disaster and/or crises.
- This study is framed as a systematic assessment of training using a cyclical model of evaluation aimed at contributing to learning around evaluation practices for learning in this sector and provide informative recommendations for adjustments in organizational and sector-wide strategies of capac- ity development.

Approach to most significant change stories - Using Cohort Members from field partner organization.

The purposive selection of Medair as the target group had to do with timing and access. Although only one organization was participating in this study as a field partner, there was a richness and diversity of staff in- volved in the training.


Purpose: The purpose of collecting most significant change stories from the field was to gather data in an in-depth manner, that focused on the chronology from the participation in the eLearning training pro- gram to the application of their experience in the field working with beneficiaries.

Sources of data

The pilot study included a review of documents and other available written information such as Training Course materials online and training test results, formative evaluation results and analysis, pre-training forms and interview notes, Medair job descriptions, and performance appraisals. It also used people as a primary source of data, the participants in the training, and supervising Medair staff.

The data collection followed the stages of the study over the course of 2017. Where feasible, a participa- tory virtual group discussion session was held with a small number of representatives working with Medair. The composition of this group was discussed with Humanitarian U and the Academy prior to conduct- ing the meeting. The session was used not only for debrief and exchange, but also to engage this small group of representatives in analysis of data and dis- cussion of emerging issues from their perspectives.

Survey research enabled more expansive data collection and the ability to query a large number of stakeholders and participants in a way that could be easily quantified. This study conducted surveys targeting respondents from three relevant categories of stakeholders at each phase of the CCIAT data collection. During 2016, the surveys focused on Formative Evaluation phase were already implemented and data had been collected. Although this data is formidable in the context of the systematic approach to data analysis, we considered it to be secondary data to support the data collection of the study during 2017. See Exhibit 1. Online surveys conducted during study.

The following methods of data analysis were employed to make evaluative judgments against the agreed upon basis for assessment, as outlined in the evaluation matrix.

Descriptive analysis was used to understand the different contexts in which the participants of the training programs operated, the different job-based competency requirements of the participants, dif- ferent stakeholder perspectives with regard to the main issues of this assessment, and to describe Humanitarian U and the Academy’s work in this area. Descriptive analysis was used as a first step, before moving on to more interpretative approaches.

Comparative analysis was used to examine the results of the participant experiences to better understand how the positive results were being accomplished and why (Drawing on Brinkerhoff methodology). Compar- ative analysis helped to identify good practices, les- sons learned and innovative approaches. This type of analysis was used throughout the process, to examine information and data from interviews and document and literature review.

Quantitative/Statistical analysis was used to interpret quantitative data. It was used primarily to assess the return on expectations (ROE) and the directions in which the study might go in the future to assess the return on investment (ROI) for organizations/individ- uals participating in these types of trainings within the humanitarian sector, to quantitatively describe different characteristics of the portfolio as catego- rized by geographic, policy area, or other criteria, and to analyze survey data.

Content analysis constituted the core of the qualita- tive analysis. Documents and interview notes were analyzed to identify common trends, themes, and patterns for each of the key units of analysis. Content analysis was also used to identify varying views and opposite trends. Emerging issues and trends consti- tuted the raw material for crafting preliminary obser- vations that were subsequently refined to feed into the draft and final evaluation reports.

Needs Assessment & Formative Evaluation

Stage 2016 (ALREADY collected)

Summative Evaluation

Stage 2017

Confirmative Evaluation

Stage 2017

Exhibit 5. Online surveys conducted during study.
ANNEX 2: Value of the partnership between Humanitarian U and HLA

Partnership Value - Humanitarian U and the Humanitarian Leadership Academy

This pilot study\(^48\) was part of a larger partnership between Humanitarian U (HU) and the Humanitarian Leadership Academy (the Academy) focused on facilitating the provision of high-quality learning for the humanitarian sector to improve the effectiveness, efficiency and impact of humanitarian practice.

Both Humanitarian U and the Academy share a common vision to support a faster, more effective and efficient humanitarian response by providing high-quality online and face-to-face training programs that are easily accessible and affordable. By partnering on this project, both organizations can share resources towards developing an evaluation approach through the introduction of a new system of metrics which will be piloted to assess the impact and effectiveness of eLearning in improving humanitarian response. This partnership will leverage the expertise and networks of both partners, building on existing assets complementing each other where there are gaps. It will inform Humanitarian U and The Academy about the effectiveness of their eLearning programs and provide data on impact which can be used to inform future programs. It will also develop future opportunities for working together and for the development of new partnerships with humanitarian organizations for distribution of online programs. We are expecting the emerging tested evaluation approach and related metrics will enhance the sector’s understanding on how to effectively evaluate the impact of competency-based learning on the humanitarian practice.

Humanitarian U (HU)

As a leader in delivering professional online training and certification to humanitarian workers around the world, Humanitarian U is implementing proven educational programs. The more immediate aim of these programs is to create career paths and realistically prepare humanitarians for emergency response situations. In the long term, the organization’s goal is to equip humanitarian field workers with the skills, knowledge, attitudes and over all capacity needed to affect positive change in communities, provide critical medical services, and offer aid to people displaced by conflict and natural disasters. Either as full certification courses, pre-deployment of students, healthcare professionals, and/or custom-built capacity-building courses, Humanitarian U’s programs are “geared toward existing and aspiring humanitarian workers from a wide range of organizations, including NGOs, governments, institutions, the medical community, and other relief and non-profit groups”\(^49\). Humanitarian U is producing evidence-based, performance-measured, eLearning courses. These courses are developed by globally respected professionals with extensive practical experience in the humanitarian sector.

Humanitarian Leadership Academy (the Academy)

The mission of the Academy is to “enable people around the world to prepare for and respond to crises in their own countries”\(^50\). The Academy is a global platform providing learning programs organized with the intention of facilitating partnerships and collaborative communities and opportunities that enable people to prepare for and respond to crises in their own countries. This learning initiative utilizes a blended approach, offering blended learning to individuals and organizations. Using innovative online technologies and through its ten country-based Academy Centres, the Academy will target traditional humanitarian professionals and identifying and addressing the learning needs of non-traditional responders. An important part of what the Academy offers is continued support, learning resources, tools and platforms to draw from, encouraging sustainable, long-term results among individuals and organizations working with them.

\(^{48}\) Also referred to as an evaluation study, or pilot impact study
\(^{49}\) Available from Humanitarian U website
Competencies at the core of each Humanitarian U course design. Humanitarian U is dedicated to providing educational programs that yield results. By focusing on the development of competencies, Humanitarian U’s online courses ensure that learners are well prepared to engage in the complex humanitarian emergencies of today’s world.

Each course design starts with the elaboration of a set of competencies as defined by Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) in disaster and humanitarian response with the support of expert instructional designers. The learning objectives of each course are carefully crafted in accordance with assessment strategies to test learners’ progress and achievement of a competency. In addition, learning activities and various resources support and enhance the learning experience. Each of course also includes evaluations to measure student satisfaction and learning effectiveness.

Why is competency-based learning (CBL) most effective? Competency-based learning is proven to be most effective in adult learners:

- CBL focuses on action, application, and critical reflection, which is of particular importance in the humanitarian sector
- CBL is learner-focused, giving the individuals the power to pace, guide and build a set of competencies in a way that suits their learning needs
- CBL is dynamic, encouraging the use of innovative technology to implement instructional strategies such as storytelling and active learning, resulting in increased motivation and learner engagement

Assessments are aligned to a competency framework

Assessment strategies are designed specifically to assess the proficiency of each competency, and their implementation is adapted to each learning environment. For instance the Core Professional Humanitarian Training program includes assessment methods for cognitive skills to demonstrate retention and comprehension of concepts and information.

The Core Professional program is comprised of four courses, each comprising several modules. The entire program is designed to take approximately 32 hours to complete. Students must successfully complete the final test at the end of each course. The passing grade is 80% percent. A certificate of competency is issued upon successful completion of all four courses.

Who is Humanitarian U?

Humanitarian U is an industry leader in delivering professional online training to humanitarian workers around the world. Its goal is to increase the preparedness and effectiveness (and thus, the safety) of humanitarian actions worldwide through comprehensive e-learning accreditation and continuing education programs. Its programs are validated by the UN and The Red Cross, among other leading humanitarian groups, and are geared to existing and aspiring humanitarian aid workers from a wide range of humanitarian aid organizations, including NGOs, governments, institutions, the medical community, and other relief and non-profit groups.

Founded in Canada in 2011, Humanitarian U’s programs were designed to promote best practices in, and recognized standards for, performance in humanitarian action.

The company equips humanitarian workers to affect positive change in affected communities, provide critical medical services, and offer aid to people displaced by conflict and natural disasters.

The company’s performance-measured, online training courses are based on empirical evidence and extensive experience in humanitarian fieldwork, and were developed by globally respected professionals from the medical, research, and humanitarian sectors.

Through comprehensive and validated training programs the company is equipping humanitarian workers to face challenges in the field with professionalism and compassion. In this increasingly complex world of epidemics, conflict and disasters, students are empowered to provide capable and confident support to communities in need - whether to help improve healthcare delivery, respond to disasters, restrict the spread of disease, or assist displaced persons. Through its courses, Humanitarian U is helping develop a global online community to encourage collaboration, sustain initiatives and share field learning and experience. From first responders to highly specialized technicians, we save lives by helping to make humanitarians more prepared, safer and better able to respond to field challenges.

Humanitarian U leverages state-of-the-art technology in its multimedia eLearning programs to enable students to access training and support anytime, anywhere – even in the most challenging situations – using mobile devices.
ANNEX 4: General information to support future considerations about Humanitarian U about the training program(s) based on cohort experience and supervisors/line manager experience

Figure 5. Best audience for online training programs
- Less than 3 months
- At least 3 months but less than 5 months
- At least 5 months but less than 7 months
- At least 7 months but less than 1 year
- Have not yet completed the training program
- Have no intention of completing the training program

Figure 6. Realistic time to complete the online training programs
- Less than 3 months
- Individuals with 1-2 years of humanitarian work experience
- Individuals with 2-4 years of humanitarian work experience
- Individuals with 4 years or more of humanitarian work experience